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SECTION 1.0: Executive Summary: 
 

The purpose of this document is to detail Monterey-Salinas Transit’s efforts to assist in 
restoration, redevelopment and revitalization of the health, social, economic, natural and 
environmental fabric of our community and build a more resilient organization to serve the 
Monterey Bay region. Our intended audience is Monterey-Salinas Transit board members, 
employees, customers, community stakeholders and members of the public. 
In response to growing concerns related to news of the pandemic’s spread in California, MST 

staff initiated an Emergency Operations Center on February 26, 2020. On March 4, 2020 

Governor Newsom issued a state of emergency in response to the growing threat of the COVID-

19 pandemic. Since that time MST staff has been in an active state of response, initiating a 

variety of tactics to protect our employees, their families and everyone we contact from the 

spread of the virus; to serve our community partners in their own efforts to respond and 

recover; and to innovate new practices and technologies to better plan,  prepare, prevent and 

mitigate against future crises while responding to our current situation. 

 The recovery plan attempts to provide integrated perspective across the emergency response 

phases of Prevention, Protection, Mitigation, Response, and Recovery in order to achieve unity 

of effort and make the most effective use of limited resources. MST views a successful recovery 

as broader than simply restoring the infrastructure, services, economy, and tax base that 

supports our services. Recovery also encompasses re-establishing civic and social leadership, 

providing a continuum of care to meet the needs of affected community members, re-

establishing the social fabric, and positioning the community to meet the needs of the future. 

Our plan recognizes that a community comprises a variety of partners, including economic 

development professionals, business leaders, affordable housing advocates, faith-based 

organizations, and functional and access needs populations, and each has a significant part to 

play in recovery.  

By working in advance to develop an understanding of needs and vulnerabilities, identify 

leaders, form partnerships, establish resources, and reach consensus on goals and policies, 

communities will be prepared to begin recovery immediately. Throughout the recovery, MST 

will assist with the significant efforts our communities will invest in to understand and 

acclimate to the new conditions and growth opportunities, in order to rebuild in a sustainable 

and resilient way.  

With this recovery planning framework in place, we believe our community is better situated to 

take advantage of available resources, and seize opportunities to increase local resiliency, 

sustainability, accessibility, and social equity. 
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SECTION 2.0: Project Background and Pre-Planning Activities: 
 

2.1 Recovery Program: 

 
Monterey Salinas Transit District (MST) began to develop its recovery program while the agency 
was still heavily engaged in its response to the COVID-19 crisis. Ultimately, the program 
adopted many of the best practices and strategies that had been identified by FEMA, that had 
emerged from several disaster recovery case studies.  
 
MST's COVID-19 recovery program embraces a "whole community" approach to recovery 
where the District views its role as one of support to the entire community as it begins its 
economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.  
 
The recovery program outline is attached to this document - Reference Appendix A: MST 
COVID-19 Recovery Program Outline. 
 

2.2 Recovery Program Team: 

 
On May 11, 2020, the MST Board of Directors received a report from the General Manager/CEO 
and conducted a workshop with MST staff on the planning effort for the COVID-19 recovery. 
Board Chair LeBarre appointed a COVID-19 Recovery Ad Hoc Committee consisting of board 
members LeBarre (King City), Barrera (Salinas), and Albert (Monterey). 
 
In addition to the COVID-19 Recovery Ad Hoc Committee, a multidisciplinary team consisting of 
twelve MST staff members was formed to work under the guidance of the Ad Hoc Committee 
to administer the recovery program and develop the district’s recovery plan.  
 
The Recovery Program Team is comprised of representatives from; Finance, Administration, 
Human Resources, Planning, Marketing, Safety, Training, Transportation, and Fleet 
Maintenance. 
 
Among its other responsibilities, the COVID-19 Recovery Program Team was tasked with 
developing and submitting a comprehensive recovery plan to the Board of Directors for review 
and comment in advance of approving the plan.  
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2.3 Business Impact Analysis: 

 
Loss of ridership 
 
On March 11, 2020 the World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 outbreak as a 
worldwide pandemic. In the weeks that followed, MST sustained a dramatic loss in ridership on 
its fixed route and public dial-a-ride services. At the lowest point, weekly passenger boardings 
fell by approximately 80% following Monterey County’s March 18th Shelter-in-Place order. As 
illustrated in the chart below, passenger boardings began to realize a conservative increase as 
the pandemic moved into its fifth month.  
 
The MST RIDES ADA Paratransit service also sustained similar declines in ridership during the 
initial weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic, suffering a 65% reduction in daily passenger trips. The 
RIDES program has seen little recovery through July as many of the elderly and disabled 
passengers have substituted in-person medical appointments in favor of remote medical 
consultation services or in-home treatment. Also, as mandated by County and State Health 
Officials, all medical adult daycare facilities had remained closed. 
 

 
 
Loss of Revenue 
 
Leading up to the County and State Shelter-in-Place order, MST staff began to anticipate 
significant reductions in revenues with the temporary closure of non-essential businesses. From 
Federal funding to retail sales taxes and passenger fares, MST relies on several revenue sources 
to support public transit services within its service area. The largest source of revenue is 
derived from retail sales taxes generated within the County associated with restaurants, service 
stations, department and apparel stores, furniture and appliance, auto sales, miscellaneous, 
drug stores and light industry.  
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The graph below shows the estimated statewide sales tax trends from Quarter 3 of FY 2018 

through Quarter 2 of FY 2021. The sharp decrease in sales tax revenue is found in Q1 and Q2 of 

FY 2020. 

 
 

 
 
Unemployment rates within the region have reached record highs in April 2020 at 20.2% 
lowering to 14.5% by the end of June 2020.  As the majority of MST passengers use MST to 
travel to and from work, MST ridership has a strong inverse relationship to unemployment 
rates (i.e. high unemployment yields lower transit ridership).  The following chart shows a 30-
year relationship between MST annual passenger boardings and unemployment rates: 
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When many of these non-essential businesses temporarily closed, retail sales tax collections 
began to diminish, causing a major hole in MST’s FY 2020 budget. The estimated loss of retail 
sales tax revenue is estimated at upwards of $25 million for MST over a three-year period.  
 
Additionally, MST began suspending fare collections from passengers on March 28, 2020 to 
help prevent the spread of COVID-19 by minimizing close contact between MST Coach 
Operators and riders. The impact of suspending fares along with an 73.4% drop in ridership on 
the fixed route services has resulted in a steep decline in passenger fare revenue in FY 2020 and 
is projected to continue in FY 2021 (as of mid-July 2020). The estimated loss in fare revenue is 
$387,500 between March 18, 2020 and July 15, 2020. 
 
On March 27, 2020, Congress passed, and the President signed the Coronavirus, Aid, Relief, and 
Economic Security (CARES) Act which allocated billions to transit agencies across the nation. 
MST is eligible for $25 million to secure its financial stability during the response and recovery. 
 
The graph below shows how the CARES Act stabilizes MST’s financial situation between FY 2020 
and FY 2022: 
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On the expenditure side, MST has increased its costs on items including Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) as well as HVAC improvements, driver protection barriers, and public 
information signage. Non-payroll COVID-19 costs to May 31 were $112,397. 
 

2.4 Labor Impact Analysis: 

 
On March 13, 2020, Monterey County schools announced that day would be the last for on-site 
instruction and school-aged children would be moved to online learning from their homes. At 
the time, MST did not see an immediate impact on the need for employees to stay home due to 
childcare. Day care facilities and in-home day care operators were able to remain open as well 
as other businesses throughout Monterey County.   
 
On March 18, 2020, the Monterey County Health Officer issued a Shelter-in-Place order for all 
Monterey County residents. The order also closed business or industries that were not 
considered “Essential Business”. However, MST was categorized as an “Essential Business”. 
Shortly thereafter, Governor Newsom recommended individuals who were sixty-five or older 
should Shelter-in-Place and as well individuals who were at risk due to underlying health 
conditions. Twenty-five staff members fell under this category. MST took proactive measures to 
provide leave to those individuals who wished to Shelter-in-Place. Out of twenty-five 
employees, twelve employees made the decision to Shelter-in-Place at home.  
 
By the end of March 2020, the Federal government passed the Families First Coronavirus 
Response Act which applies to certain public employers, and private employers with fewer than 
500 employees.  The act allows employees to take a limited amount of paid leave if they qualify 
under any one of the following reasons:  
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1. An individual has tested positive for COVID-19 or exhibits COVID-19 symptoms or is 
caring for a family member who falls into one of the previously mentioned categories.  

2. An individual is classified as high risk due to age or an underlying health condition. 
3. An individual needed to take time off work due to childcare issues.  
4. An individual has been advised by a health care provider not to work due to COVID-19 

concerns.  
5. An individual is subject to a federal, state or local government issued shelter at home 

order that prevented them from telecommuting or coming to work.  
 
Once the paid leave went into effect on April 2, 2020, MST had sixteen employees who took 
leave to Shelter-in-Place due to underlying health conditions or a health care provider deemed 
them unable to come into work. By May 10, 2020, Monterey County schools announced they 
would be closed for the remainder of the school year and many day care providers were unable 
to continue to operate. Twenty-two MST employees took childcare leave to care for their 
children who were unable to attend daycare or remain in school. Out of the twenty-two 
employees who requested leave due to childcare, nine of those employees continued to work 
either in person or by telecommuting and took leave as needed. 
 
As of July 2, 2020, thirty three of the forty-eight employees who took the COVID-19 leave have 
returned to work. The table below provides a breakdown by department of employees who 
took COVID-19 leave: 
 

Department Number of Employees on COVID-19 Leave 

Administration 12 

Maintenance 2 

Coach Operators 34 

 
Additionally, MV Transportation Inc. (MST’s contractor for Fixed Route, On Call, and MST RIDES 
services), reported that they had a total of nine employees who were sheltered in place 
between March and July due to COVID-19 of which five returned to work before July 1st.  
 
Also, due to declining business volume caused by the COVID-19 crisis, MV had initially 
furloughed three Coach Operators and two Mechanics in April. All these employees were 
returned to full-time employment by MV by early July. 
 
The chart below, illustrates the daily number of MST and MV fixed route Coach Operators 
available versus the number required in order to provide service. The data shown demonstrates 
that the state of readiness of MST’s Coach Operator workforce remained intact and more than 
adequate to restore essential services that had been previously suspended.  
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Using the Slido™ App based survey instrument MST queried employees to better understand 
their attitudes and opinions regarding MST response and recovery efforts.  MST received 
responses from sixty-seven employees representing 27% of the entire workforce.   The 
employees revealed the following pertinent information: 
 

• 82% agreed that MST is taking substantial actions to improve employee safety, security 

and working conditions. 
• 89% feel well-supported by their immediate supervisor. 
• 82% think that fares should be re-instated this summer or fall 

• 79% are concerned about themselves or a family member getting COVID-19, a physical 
altercation with a member of the public, or job security. 

 
With the information gathered from the surveys MST management is able to focus on 
developing policies, practices and communication that focus on areas of greatest concern to our 
employees.  
 

2.5 MST Vulnerability Assessment: 

 
2.5.1 Pandemic Disaster Response Plan: 
 
Like most agencies, it was clear early in the COVID-19 crisis that MST was ill-prepared to 
respond to the pandemic. While the District did have a pandemic response checklist as part of 
its Continuity of Operations Plan, the plan had never been exercised (tested), or updated, since 
its creation in May of 2014.  
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On February 26, 2020, MST activated its Emergency Operations Center (EOC) and used the 
checklist to help guide the EOC staff in the initial response to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
checklist did prove to be helpful in the initial response to the crisis; however, as time went on, 
MST found that it to be lacking in many areas that required immediate action. In hindsight, had 
the plan been exercised and updated before the COVID-19 crisis, MST may have been better 
prepared in its initial response. 
 
2.5.2 Personal Protective Equipment and Employee Training: 
 
Early in the response phase, MST lacked sufficient reserves of Personal Protective Equipment 
(PPE) to protect its essential workers over a sustained period. The nation's supply chains were 
strained, and PPE supplies were back ordered and very difficult to acquire. MST only had 
enough disposable gloves and hand sanitizer to last about ten days and face masks were very 
few in number. While the shortage of PPE supplies was eventually overcome, this proved to be 
an initial vulnerability for the agency.  
 
As the pandemic progressed, MST also recognized that the training provided to its essential 
workers was insufficient to meet a crisis of this scope. Up to that point, the only relevant 
training provided as required by OSHA was minimal in scope and primarily addressed 
protection from blood-borne pathogens. This training deficiency was especially true of MST's 
Utility Service Workers. They not only lacked the appropriate level of PPE but also the training 
to use the equipment properly to avoid cross-contamination of other buses or areas within the 
workplace. 
 
As MST and the industry learned to both recognize and correct these deficiencies all have since 
been resolved and shall be discussed in detail in the mitigation, preparedness, and prevention 
sections of this recovery plan. 
 

2.6 Community Needs Assessment: 

 
The focus of MST's Community needs assessment was to determine how MST could support the 
economic recovery of the community following the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
MST staff conducted a targeted outreach through various associations, organizations, 
stakeholders, and key contacts within the following Monterey County economic sectors. 
 

• Agriculture Sector 

• Business Sector 

• Department of Defense 

• Education (K12, State, Local College) Sector 

• Healthcare Sector 

• Hospitality Sector 

• Public Transportation Riders 
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• Social Services / Government Sector 
 
Using the same App-based survey as described in section 2.4, MST was able to conduct surveys 
of community members broadly representing organizations of the economic sectors mentioned 
above.  This Community Survey garnered eighty-two responses and revealed:  
 

• 55% had no opinion about buses being disinfected often and safe to ride during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. 
• Most respondents were connected daily to online news (76%), radio (60%), 

cable/broadcast television (57%), social media (64%) , and/or streaming services (56%). 

• 90% employed full time. 
• If they were furloughed due to COVID-19, 43% said that they expected to return to work 

within a month. 
 
Finally, a similar bilingual survey of current MST passengers revealed the following:  
 

• Rider for 10+ years (36%), 5 times per week (32%). 

• Ride for shopping (61%), working (53%). 

• Access to internet by phone (74%), at home (82%). 

• 37% pay with cash.  
• 42% had no car available, and 52% did not have a driver’s license. 

• 81% said MST has had an excellent/good response to COVID-19. 

• Cleaning, frequent service, face coverings, and social distancing are all important to 
customers. 

 

These efforts enabled MST to identify and prioritize several short-term and long-term recovery 
projects, which is discussed in more detail in sections 3.0 and 4.0 of this plan. 
 

2.7 Recovery Requirement Assessment: 

 
2.7.1 Financial Recovery: 
 
As described in section 2.3 (Business Impact Analysis) of this document, the steep decline in 
some revenues was offset by a significant influx of new federal CARES Act funding. MST’s short-
term financial recovery primarily relies upon the federal financial aid for the three-year period 
after the pandemic hit the US and California. 
 
As MST moves further into the recovery phase, a long-term financial recovery plan will be 
required to guide the District once the Federal financial aid has been exhausted. The framework 
of this plan is discussed in section 3.0 of this document.  The California Transit Association has 
identified a $3.1 billion need for additional Federal or State funding to offset the loss of local 
revenues statewide and to stem future losses of transit service and related jobs within the 
industry. 
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2.7.2 Re-establishing Community Trust: 
 
In the simplest of terms, MST’s recovery is largely predicated on its ability to regain lost 
ridership and restore service levels to pre-pandemic levels. However, achieving that objective 
requires the support of the whole community. Elected officials, Federal, State, local 
government, and most importantly, MST’s passengers and the economic sectors that they 
support, must all recognize the value that MST can contribute to the community’s economic 
recovery. 
 
The most significant challenge in attaining this level of support is to demonstrate that Monterey 
County’s public transit services are still safe to use in a post-pandemic world. To that end, the 
mitigation, prevention, and preparedness strategies discussed in this plan lay the foundation to 
regain community trust, and ultimately its support during the COVID-19 economic recovery. 
Also, the public information and education campaign discussed in section 3.0 of this plan is an 
essential part of re-establishing that public trust.  
 
2.7.3 Diminished Capacity Due to Social Distancing Requirements: 
 
Another significant challenge facing MST is the sustained loss of up to 80% of its capacity to 
carry passengers on its services. Social distancing mandates have limited MST to only carry 
20%-25% of the total passenger capacity on its fixed route vehicles. This constraint is also in 
effect with the MST RIDES ADA Paratransit and dial-a-ride services.  
 
The CDC has made it clear that social distancing will continue to be compulsory until an 
effective vaccine can be found for COVID-19, and “herd immunity” is finally realized. A 
prolonged loss in capacity to this extent will hinder MST’s ability to keep up with demand when 
the economy fully re-opens and ridership increases. To overcome this challenge, MST will have 
to find a way to balance the level of service provided to the community without jeopardizing 
the health and safety of its passengers and employees.  
 
As with many other industries, the COVID-19 pandemic will force public transit agencies to 
change the way that they conduct business. MST must reimagine itself, rethink its vision, and 
act on new opportunities if it hopes to recover and thrive in the future. 
 

2.8 Plan Development and Timeline: 

 
Generally, disaster recovery planning activities should be initiated at or near the end of the 
response phase. They should be completed within six to twelve weeks, depending on the 
severity and duration of the disaster.  
 
The planning process for MST’s recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic began in earnest in mid-
April, less than thirty days after Monterey County’s mandatory Shelter-in-Place order went into 
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effect. It is important to note that the District was still heavily engaged in response to the crisis 
at that time.  

 
Completing the recovery planning process in a relatively short time frame following the 
conclusion of the incident was essential to capture the cooperative community spirit that 
usually exists immediately following a disaster and to take advantage of funding opportunities 
that are typically made available by Federal and State agencies. 
 
The first draft of the plan has taken just over fourteen weeks to develop and is scheduled for 
review by the MST Board of Directors during its August 2020 meeting. 
 

SECTION 3.0: RECOVERY PLAN ELEMENTS AND OBJECTIVES: 
 

3.1 Demobilization Activities: 

 
3.1.1 Task Force(s), Strike Teams, and Support Units:  

During the response phase to the COVID-19 pandemic, MST’s EOC activated the following 

support elements to manage the response to the crisis and provide non-transit support services 

to the community: 

 
Element EOC Section Status Notes 

Community Support Task 
Force 

Operations Deactivated 
06/26/20 

8,450 meals delivered to Isolated 
Seniors 

High Risk Transport Strike 
Team 

Operations Active Equipped and ready to deploy to 
transport COVID-19 positive 
patients 

Mobile Wi-Fi Unit Logistics Deactivated  
6/30/20 

7,138 mobile Wi-Fi hot spot 
connections provided for distance 
learning 

Fleet Decon Unit Logistics Active Supplemental team to provide 
enhanced vehicle decontamination  

TelaWellness Unit Logistics Active Welfare checks via telephone to 
isolated seniors 

Human Resource Unit Finance & 
Administration 

Active COVID-19 employee benefit and 
leave support 

Demobilization & Recovery 
Unit 

Planning Active Recovery planning  

 
Apart from the Demobilization & Recovery Unit, the remaining elements will be demobilized on 
or before September 30, 2020. MST staff and resources assigned to these tasks will be needed 
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to resume normal operations as transit services are restored. It is anticipated that the Recovery 
Unit will remain active for at least the next eighteen months, or longer. 
 

3.2 Work Force Remobilization: 

 
3.2.1 Employee Assistance and Support: 

In late January 2020, COVID-19 concerns began making national news and employees had 

questions about the virus. MST’s Human Resources Department searched for information and 

guidance for our employees on the virus. Early CDC guidance and information was posted in the 

employee breakrooms at the end of January. Memos were quickly updated as CDC became 

more knowledgeable about COVID.  

In the middle of February 2020, the Executive Leadership began exploring possible scenarios in 

which the state or federal government would limit travel, shut down schools or restrict daily life 

functions. Human Resources started to gather information and drafted a check list of items 

needed to address these concerns. Human Resources partnered with our Health Care providers 

and vendors to gather information and services for our employees (CalPERS, Blue Cross, 

Montage Health and Alliant Insurance Brokers). 

The MST EOC group established a Gilley Room folder on the MST network so that information 

was made accessible to the Coach Operators and other MST employees. Any information that 

was shared by email was also placed in this folder. As information and guidance changed, the 

Human Resources Unit established resource tables in TDA/CJW breakrooms staffed by the 

Mobility Department. Below is a listing of information and guidance provided to MST staff:  

Employee Assistant Program Flyer CDC Information on COVID-19 Virus 

Montage Flyer on e-visit/COVID self-
evaluation test 

Anthem Blue Cross billing information 
regarding COVID testing and treatment costs 

Guidance on hand washing Guidance and “how-to" video on proper 
mask use 

Guidance on how to take off disposable 
gloves 

Personal Travel guidance 

Supervisor/Manager guidance on sending 
sick employees home 

Process on reporting/responding to possible 
employee exposure and/or positive COVID 
cases 

General Manager/CEO Messaging How to file for SDI Disability benefits 

How to file for EDD Unemployment Guidance on Family First Paid Act Benefits 

How to set up County EOC COVID text alerts Information on how to apply for rent 
forgiveness 

How to talk to children regarding COVID Childcare resources for essential workers 
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Steps on how to stop the spread of COVID How to tape off Priority seating area on 
buses 

Guidance on county and state Shelter-in-
Place orders 

Guidance and explanation of Social 
Circles/Bubbles 

 
The Human Resources (HR) Unit also worked with the ATU leadership in developing an ongoing 

line of communication. Communication briefings were conducting daily to discuss pressing 

issues and to vet processes and plans developed by the MST EOC. ATU leadership worked with 

the HR Unit and EOC command to develop effective communication to the workforce. The HR 

Unit partnered with ATU leadership to co-sponsor ZOOM townhall meetings for the employees, 

along with information to discuss with the workforce. The meetings are now going to be an 

ongoing occurrence, scheduled for Thursday afternoons following MST board meetings.  

The HR Unit also partnered with EOC members to provide guidance and training to supervisors 

and managers through ZOOM meetings. This allowed for staff to have ongoing discussions on 

best practices, how to respond to employee questions and how to enforce COVID preventive 

measures.  

3.2.2 Training Initiatives: 

As MST works toward the COVID-19 recovery process, the Training Department has 
implemented various new training initiatives and procedural changes for its Coach Operators 
and other essential workers. These include: 
 
COVID-19 Content-Specific Training: 
 
A one-hour training module was developed that is devoted exclusively to reducing the spread 
of COVID-19. CDC guidance, as well as local County compliance requirements, are discussed in 
detail to ensure there is a clear understanding of the information presented. The course 
continues to evolve, and training materials are updated as new information and guidelines 
become available. 
 
Personal Protective Equipment Training: 
 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) training was provided to all Coach Operators, Utility 
Service Workers, Mobility staff, Facilities employees, and Operations Supervisors. PPE kits were 
supplied to each of these essential workers as they all work directly with the general public and 
have an inherent risk of having their social distancing space compromised.  
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Each PPE Kit contains the following equipment:  
 

• N-95 masks 

• G-16 eye protection 

• Hand sanitizer 

• Disposable gloves.  
 
This training provides information on cross-contamination prevention, use and removal of PPE, 
proper storage and disposal, and when employees need to utilize this protective equipment. 
The use of PPE is now mandatory for these workers. Each employee is expected to have this 
equipment with them while they are on duty. 
 
Reduced class size: 
 
The annual update training class was reduced from a class size of approximately fourteen 
participants to no more than eight participants to support social distancing requirements.  
 
The class frequency has increased from once to twice a month. Also, the training location was 
relocated to a larger space, and masks are required for all trainers and trainees.  
 
General workplace safety: 
 
The Training Department issued a series of memorandums and posted informational signage to 
remind employees to disinfect shared workstations and devices to prevent cross-contamination 
and mitigate the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus.  
 
Also, all employee break rooms, and common area furniture was arranged to allow employees 
to maintain proper social distance from one another. 
 
3.2.3 Employee Policies and Procedures: 

The CDC guidance on how to respond to COVID has been ever-changing and fluid. While it is 

also prudent to develop policies, it did not make sense during this pandemic. Policies are 

generally developed to address issues that are more permanent in nature. MST made the 

decision that it made better sense to develop processes and Standard Operating Procedures 

(SOP) that could be quickly modified and pushed out to staff. It was also decided that 

employees would be given leeway to adhere to every changing process with gentle reminders 

and to provide coaching as needed.  

As MST moves into the recovery stage of this pandemic, guidance will become more concrete. 
Staff will evaluate and review existing policies to determine if there is need to update them or 
create new policies to address new federal, state and local regulations. MST is currently 
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updating the Flexible Workweek Policy to encompass telecommuting as an option.  As staff 
moves forward with developing a safety protocol for essential workers, MST will be updating 
the Medical Leave and Life-Threatening Illnesses in the Workplace policies.  
 
3.2.4 Reopening Administrative Offices: 
 
At the onset of the COVID pandemic and the implementation of social distancing, those staff 

members who were able to work from home were encouraged to do so. The EOC Logistics Chief 

partnered with the Information Technology (IT) Department to identify resources that could be 

allocated to MST staff who requested or needed to work from home. The IT Department also 

ordered additional laptops to issue to employees.  

Administrative departments developed “social distancing” schedules to ensure only 50% of the 

employees were in the office at any given time. It was identified that the following positions 

shared workspaces: Maintenance Supervisors, Operations Supervisors, Mobility Staff, 

Communications Center Staff, Parts Staff, Mechanics and Customer Service Representatives. 

Individual Customer Service staff were assigned to one location and stopped rotating to other 

customer service locations. Mobility staff were assigned to one location or allowed to rotate 

working at home to reduce shared spaces. Staff members who had to share spaces were given 

guidance and PPE resources were provided, so a thorough clean of shared spaces occurred 

prior to and at the end of each shift. 

MST has limited public access to the administrative offices when possible. Staff is working on 
protocols to clear individuals who would be visiting the Administrative offices. MST employees 
who do not work at the administrative offices have been asked to make appointments to meet 
with the staff (Human Resources or Finance). If staff needs to meet in person, they are 
encouraged to use MST conference rooms to ensure the appropriate social distancing. Staff will 
continue to stagger schedules and telecommute when permissible until the State allows for 
businesses to allow over 50% employee capacity. Administrative offices shall be re-opened 
without restriction when 100% capacity is allowed. 
 

3.3 Recovery Strategy: 

 
3.3.1 Defining High, Moderate, and Low “Recovery Value” Projects:  
 
Recovery Value is the designation assigned to a project that indicates its ability to help jump-
start a community's recovery from a natural disaster or incident of national significance. 
Projects that positively contribute to recovery typically address a broad range of issues that 
promote a functioning and healthy economy, support infrastructure optimization, and 
encourage the provision of a full range of opportunities. 
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The MST Recovery Team identified proposed recovery projects by evaluating information 
derived from the community needs assessment discussed in section 2.6. The specific material 
examined included; staff outreach, survey data, pre and post-pandemic ridership trends by 
geographic area, and passenger origin and destination data provided by the Transit App™. 
 
Using the Slido ™ online survey tool the Recovery Team applied the following criteria to score 
each proposed recovery project to determine its recovery value: 
 

• Post-disaster community needs 

• Project feasibility 

• Project economic sustainability 

• Economic impact on the community 

• High visibility and increased community capacity 

• Linkage throughout the community and leveraging other projects and funding 

• Enhancement of the quality of life within the community 
 
Recovery projects that receive a high recovery value are classified as short-term projects with 
implementation timelines of three to six months. Those that scored as moderate to low are 
considered nonviable or are identified as long-term recovery projects that may be implemented 
within a six to eighteen-month time period.  
 
A listing of both short-term and long-term recovery projects can be found in section 4.0 of this 
plan. 
 
3.3.2 Public Information and Education Campaign:  

Corresponding with response efforts, MST will use all available communication tools to provide 
the public and community with information about MST’s response and recovery from COVID-
19. Public information and educational campaigns are timely and accurate so that passengers 
and community members can make informed decisions about their mobility needs. 
MST may utilize all available communication tools to reach as many individuals as possible 
including: 
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1. MST website 
2. Interior and exterior bus advertising space  
3. Customer Service Center windows and major transit stops 
4. Social media (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram) 
5. Transit App 
6. Press releases 

 
MST’s website includes a homepage banner which links to MST’s COVID-19 response and 
recovery. It includes information and links to resources at the federal, state, and local level. 
MST will place timely and accurate information about service levels and messages in support of 
preventing the spread of COVID-19 on its advertising space inside and outside of buses. Some 
of these messages may include but would not be limited to hand washing, face coverings, social 
distancing, what to do in case of COVID-19 suspected illness, and other prevention initiatives.  
Public information will be placed at Customer Service windows and at major transit stops. 
Temporary A-frame messaging signs may be used for on-the-ground messages at transit 
centers.  
 
MST utilizes its social media platforms to push information out quickly. With over 1,400 
Facebook fans, nearly 1,000 followers on Instagram, and almost 800 Twitter followers, MST can 
reach a substantial number of people. 
 
Trip planning services are provided to customers via Transit App ™. With the ability to alert 
passengers to service deviations, disruptions or changes, MST will push information through the 
App when appropriate. 
 
Press releases are also a tool available to MST for recovery efforts. 
 
To the extent feasible and required by MST’s Language Assistance Plan, messaging is provided 
in English and Spanish. 
 
3.3.3 Ongoing Resource Assessment: 
 
One of the primary objectives during the recovery process to COVID-19 is to restore services as 
quickly as possible; however, only where and when needed. To do this, MST will have to 
become more agile as it will require a series of service changes implemented in rapid 
succession. Pre Covid-19, MST would schedule only two service changes per year. However, the 
recovery effort may require MST to perform a service change every 60 to 90 days to meet the 
needs of the community as the economy recovers.  
 
Additionally, passenger capacity constraints imposed by social distancing requirements and/or 
a resurgence of the COVID-19 virus may place an additional strain on MST's existing resources. 
 
It is for these reasons that this effort will require close collaboration between MST's Planning, 
Transportation, Maintenance, and Human Resources departments to ensure that adequate 
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personnel and revenue vehicles remain available to deploy the services at a pace that can meet 
the rising demand for public transit services. 
 
To ensure that this level of collaboration is maintained, the Recovery Team shall remain active 
for at least eighteen months. MST will re-evaluate the situation at that time to determine if the 
Recovery Team should continue its efforts, and if so, for how long. 

 

3.4 New Opportunities: 
 

3.4.1 Service Improvements Beyond Pre-COVID-19 Conditions:  
 
Service prior to COVID-19 included numerous fixed routes throughout the County, general on-

call service in Marina and the southern part of the County, and paratransit service compliant 

with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).  Generally, any major changes to service 

occurred in the spring and fall, and were tied to a public Rider’s Guide, a collection of all the 

routes and timetables.  Transit services had been spread to as many communities as possible 

and where grant funding dictated. Frequency in service varied from community to community, 

with some areas seeing only a couple of trips a day and other areas seeing service every 15 

minutes for much of the day. 

With Monterey County’s Shelter-in-Place Order, MST experienced a severe drop in ridership 

beginning in March 2020.  Service was scaled back to a limited schedule and many routes were 

suspended completely.  While this drastic change in operations was not planned, it did give 

MST the opportunity to see where demand is the greatest in the system and where the District 

can focus service improvements beyond what was offered in the pre-COVID-19 condition. 

To no surprise, the trunk lines have been in most demand.  These are lines transporting 

passengers: 

• Between Salinas and the Monterey Peninsula 

• In the E. Alisal community of Salinas 

• From residential neighborhoods in Marina and Seaside to jobs in Monterey, Carmel, and 
Carmel Valley 

• To and from medical and commercial facilities on the Monterey Peninsula 
 
As the economy reopens and MST service is slowly being restored with reduced onboard 
capacity to support social distancing, transit service improvements beyond the pre-COVID-19 
condition are being implemented.  Increased frequency on Line 24 Monterey-Carmel Valley 
Grapevine Express has already been implemented to a level beyond what was offered in March 
2020.  Additionally, the Community Hospital of Monterey Peninsula (CHOMP) is now served by 
Line 22 Big Sur-Monterey, a major medical destination not previously available without 
transferring, to transit passengers coming from the Big Sur community. 
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3.4.2 New Service Opportunities: 

A major disaster in a community can provide opportunities to reshape operations and 
reimagine services.  New services must be designed to support the community’s rebuilding 
effort.  Unemployment will begin to drop as businesses reopen, and travel patterns may 
change.  
 

Hospitality: 
 

One of the largest industries in Monterey County is hospitality, and there are opportunities to 
improve transit service to that sector. A Hospitality Bus Pass Program is being developed to 
offer a more cost-effective transportation option for employees getting back to work in the 
industry.  
 

Public Education: 
 

One of the hardest hit sectors was education.  Educators scrambled to implement distance 
learning plans when the Shelter-in-Place Order took effect.  Looking forward to the coming 
school year, not only is in-person learning still undecided, the public education system is also 
experiencing a large funding deficit as sales tax revenues have decreased.  School bus 
transportation budgets are being cut, and many students may need to use MST to travel to and 
from school.  Opportunities for MST to support this industry include revising existing timetables 
to better align with school bell times and rerouting of existing MST routes to reach schools not 
currently served in the system.  Additionally, a Youth Bus Pass Program is being developed.  It 
will leverage a state transit grant to provide free monthly passes that students can use on the 
fixed route system. 
 
Agriculture: 
 

Another major industry in Monterey County is agriculture.  This sector has historically operated 
independently of MST as much of their transportation requirements are already met through 
employment regulations.  This industry has been hit hard by transmission of the virus as the 
employees tend to be minority, low-income populations, and many live-in close proximity.  MST 
has worked with agriculture industry leaders in the past and has resumed conversations.  MST 
will continue to work with the agriculture industry and the County Health Department to 
support their needs such as donating old MST buses for mobile testing clinics.  Other 
opportunities might include public transit service to the agriculture fixed facilities like the 
cooling and packing plants.  
 

Mobility and Connectivity: 

A South County Plan will be completed in late 2020 to redesign services in the rural 

communities of southern Monterey County.  Currently a mix of weekday general public on-call, 
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minimal daily fixed route, and ADA paratransit are available to growing areas of the county.  

New service improvements will be developed through the planning process. 

On a systemwide level, a Comprehensive Operational Analysis will be conducted to evaluate 
MST’s pre-COVID system and identify areas for improved service.  A plan will be developed to 
guide the elimination of low-usage and outdated services, improve existing routing and 
timetables, and design new future services.  Connectivity between communities within the 
County as well as regional connections outside the county will be evaluated. 
 

3.5 Long Term Financial Recovery Strategy:  
 

During recovery, MST staff will review its financial status on a monthly basis and develop a cash 
flow model to predict any future gaps between revenues and expenditures. 
 
In response to the COVID-19 crisis, California Assembly Bill 90 recognized the reality that 
operating costs are unpredictable during the pandemic and are uncontrollable. Below is a 
summary of AB90 on TDA, STA, LCTOP and SOGR funds. 
 
Transportation Development Act Penalties: 
 
This bill prohibits the imposition of financial penalties on an operator that does not maintain the 
required ratio of fare revenues to operating cost during the 2019–20 or 2020–21 fiscal year. 

State Transit Assistance Program Standards: 

This bill exempts an operator from meeting efficiency standards for the 2020–21 and 2021–2022 
fiscal years and authorizes the operator to use those funds for operating or capital purposes 
during that period. 

State Transit Assistance Program /LCTOP/SOGR allocations: 

The bill requires the State Controller to calculate and publish the allocation of transit operator 
STA revenue-based funds for FY 2020–21 and FY 2021–22 based on FY 2018-19 data published 
by the Controller in August 2020 and apply these ratios to Low Carbon Transit Operations 
(LCTOP) and State of Good Repair (SOGR) formula funds. 
 
While these temporary exceptions and modifications may provide some long-term economic 
relief, they may not be enough.  
 
MST may need to renegotiate the current structure of its labor agreement and other key 
vendor contracts to strengthen its long-term solvency. 
 
Also, transit services that were reduced or eliminated due to the COVID-19 pandemic may need 
to be replaced with new, less expensive mobility options. In some cases, demand response, 
micro-transit, and partnerships with Transportation Network Companies may prove to be more 
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cost-effective and convenient than the traditional transit service they replace. If cost savings 
are significant, MST can use these services to increase service levels on high ridership lines. 
 
Additionally, a review of planned fleet upgrade programs (e.g., zero emission buses) and other 
capital projects may force the District to reprogram investments according to the new financial 
reality. 
 
While other transit agencies have been helpful by sharing knowledge related to service 
restoration and other mitigation and prevention activities, managing the financial 
consequences of the pandemic will take much longer and require a tailored approach. 
Economic recovery measures are difficult to replicate across county borders as they are tied to 
context-specific contractual arrangements, funding availability, and the size of stimulus 
packages.  
 
To avoid potentially damaging delays, MST shall continue its efforts to work with its peers, the 
California Transit Association (CTA), and APTA to influence state and federal policymakers to 
kickstart the process as soon as possible to implement many (if not all) of the funding and 
policy recommendations listed in Appendix B. (CTA; Recommendations for the Future of Transit) 
as well as other economic initiatives.  
 
The timeline forward is uncertain, but the long-term financial sustainability of public transit 
systems is the next port of call. 
 

3.6 Mitigation Strategies: 

 
3.6.1 Managing Passenger Capacity While Preserving Social Distancing: 

Social distancing requirements will continue to be the "new normal" for some time to come. As 
MST moves through the recovery phase of the pandemic, social distancing standards, as 
defined by State and County Health Officials, shall continue to be observed on all services.  
 
Should the current social distancing standard of six feet remain as the statute that has been 
adopted by both State and Local Health Agencies, MST will continue to experience a sustained 
loss of up to 80% of its capacity to carry passengers on its services.  
 
The table below provides a detailed analysis of passenger capacity loss by revenue vehicle type. 
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If the reduced level of capacity is maintained, it will delay MST's ability to meet the needs of the 
entire community as ridership increases. MST will be required to focus its available resources to 
increase frequency on routes that primarily support access to employment and other essential 
services. Transit service to other less vital services may continue to remain suspended 
indefinitely, or until such time that social distancing requirements are eased.  
 
Leveraging Data: 
 
Data from MST's Automatic Passenger Counting (APC) system can be utilized to monitor 
passenger loads in real-time. APC data can be used to alert MST Center when a bus has reached 
maximum capacity allowing staff to deploy an additional bus along the route to pick up waiting 
passengers. 
 
To ensure their safety, passengers also have a role and the responsibility to maintain proper 
social distancing. To assist its passengers in doing so, MST shall leverage its technology to 
provide passengers with the information that they need to make informed decisions before 
using MST services. 
 
To notify passengers of revenue trips that have a higher probability of being at maximum 
capacity, MST shall integrate data from the APC system with the Transit App ™. This interface 
will allow passengers to quickly identify less crowded trips through the Transit App™ that can 
meet their travel needs. 
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Partnership with Public Health: 
 
MST staff will continue to meet with Monterey County Health Department officials to identify 
opportunities that may allow the District to increase capacity on its services without 
jeopardizing the safety and wellbeing of the passengers or MST's employees. 
 
Social Distancing Coaches: 
 
To provide additional support to its Coach Operators and improve customer service, MST will 
assign Social Distancing Coaches at its transit centers. The coaches' primary function will be to 
ensure that passengers are seated in such a manner to maintain appropriate social distancing in 
the passenger cabin. Also, these employees will contact MST Center to request additional buses 
as required when a coach is full. 
 
At this time, MST does not intend to hire new employees for this program; instead, personnel 
will be assigned to this duty as available staffing levels allow. 
 
3.6.2 Mandatory Face Coverings and Masks: 
 
Passengers: 
 
MST shall continue to require all passengers to wear face coverings while using all modes of 
service. Transit Supervisors and Customer Service Representatives shall be supplied with extra 
masks to provide to passengers who do not have their own facial covering. Passengers who 
refuse to wear a facial covering will be refused service. 
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Coach Operators: 
 
All MST Coach Operators shall also be required to wear a cloth mask or shall wear an N95 mask 
when required to interact with passengers closely. Operators will be required to wear a mask 
when there are no passengers on the bus or while deadheading (out of service) back to the 
yard. This requirement will be in force even when the Operator is behind an enclosed barrier. 
 
Other Employees: 
 
All MST personnel shall be required to wear a face mask while in any common area in an MST 
facility. The only exception to this is when the employee is working alone within an enclosed 
office space. 
 
These requirements shall remain in effect for the foreseeable future or until such time that 
public health officials advise otherwise. 
 
3.6.3 On-Board Passenger Hand Sanitizers: 

As part of an ongoing effort to protect MST employees, passengers, and the community against 

COVID-19, MST procured and installed hand sanitizing dispensers at the boarding entrances of 

its buses in a two-phased installation. The two-phased installation project resulted from the 

number of dispensers required for the installation and the number of dispensers physically 

available for MST. Our vendor provided dispensers in two separate shipments. 

The first shipment and first phase of the installation allowed MST to install dispensers at the 

rear-doors of all two-door buses and at the front-doors of all single-door buses. 

Upon receiving the second shipment of dispensers, MST will complete the second and final 

phase of the installation project – installing dispensers at the front-doors of all two-door buses. 
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3.6.4 Contactless Fare Collection System: 
 
Beginning in mid-September 2020, MST will launch a contactless fare payment option for 

passengers. This demonstration project is being implemented in partnership with Caltrans, Visa 

™, and LittlePay ™. From a customer perspective, this payment mechanism will be similar to the 

transaction process using a credit/debit or e-wallet at many major grocery and retail stores. 

Contactless fare payments allow passengers to tap-to-pay for their ride without touching cash 

at the farebox. It will also move people through the payment process more quickly than 

inserting crumbled up dollar bills and searching for loose change while at the farebox.  

Validators will be installed on the bus which will accept a contactless credit/debit card or e-

wallet with Apple Pay™, Google Pay™, or Samsung Pay™. The payment will be deducted from 

the contactless credit/debit card or e-wallet when the passenger taps the validator again at 

their destination. Those who travel longer distances pay more than those who travel shorter 

distances, measured in a straight line. 

Should the demonstration prove successful, MST may offer the contactless fare payment option 
on a permanent basis. 
 
3.6.5 Fleet Engineering Modifications: 

The pandemic has triggered a world-wide effort within the transit industry to explore and adopt 

technologies and engineering modifications to mitigate the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus. 

These technologies and engineering modifications include: 
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Passenger Seating: 
 

• Increased spacing between seating to encourage and enable social distancing. 

• Plexiglass installed at seatbacks that act as "sneeze guards". 

• Opposite faced middle seats - allows passengers in middle seats to face the opposite 
direction of other passengers in the same seating row. 

 
Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Treatments: 

 

• Air treatment spray devices release aerosols at timed intervals. 

• Antimicrobial filters add additional layers of protection. 
 

Ultraviolet (UV) Light Disinfecting: 
 

• In May 2020, the New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) and Columbia 
University began testing UV light devices to clean buses. 

• Dual-headed UV light lamps claim to be effective against Class two and three viruses, 
including coronaviruses. 

 
MST shall continue to monitor emerging technologies and apply those to its revenue fleet that 
are proven to be economically feasible and effective in mitigating the spread of COVID-19. 

 
Permanent Driver Compartment Barriers: 
 
MST procured permanent driver compartment barriers for each of its various types of buses 

including Gillig 35’ and 40’ coaches, RIDES and fixed-route cutaway buses, Optima and 

Hometown Trolleys, MCI 45’ commuter coaches, and BYD 30’ all-electric buses. 

The procurement process has been long and drawn-out.  This was expected and a direct result 

of world’s demand for safety equipment and supplies due to the pandemic. Specifically, 

companies involved in manufacturing, shipping, and supplying PPE, cleaning and disinfecting 

products, plexiglass, heavy-duty plastic, and other related materials and supplies have 

experienced unprecedented demand for their goods and services. 

MST worked with Gillig and MCI to procure heavy-duty driver barriers through AROW Global ™ 

– the leading manufacturer of driver barriers for transit vehicles. AROW ™ is designing, 

fabricating, and manufacturing driver barriers tailored to MST’s fleet.  Barriers are made of 

steel and heavy-duty glass.  The barriers can be described as a door to the drivers’ seating 

compartment.  The barrier swings open and allows the operator to comfortably close the 

barrier from their seated position.  The heavy-duty glass slides to an opened or closed position, 

allowing the operator to physically interact through the opening if desired. 
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3.6.6 Facility Engineering Modifications: 

Bipolar Ionization Technology: 

Integrated into HVAC systems, Bipolar ionization technology utilizes specialized tubes that take 

oxygen molecules from the air and convert them into charged atoms that then cluster around 

microparticles, surrounding and deactivating harmful substances like airborne mold, bacteria, 

allergens, and viruses. 

BARRIER OPERATES LIKE A DOOR EXAMPLE OF BARRIER DOOR OPEN 

EXAMPLE OF BARRIER IN CLOSED POSITION 
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These charged atoms also attach to expelled breath droplets and dust particles that can 

transport viruses, enlarging them, so they're more easily caught in filters. It's an active process 

that provides continuous disinfection. 

MST has completed the upgrade of the HAVAC systems in all of its facilities to include this air 
purification system. 
 
Protective Barriers: 
 
Protective barriers have been installed in all of the interview rooms at the Mobility Services 
Center to protect MST's customers and its employees. MST's mobility services require staff to 
routinely conduct interviews with customers during the RIDES ADA certification process and 
some travel training activities. 
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3.6.7 Essential Worker and Customer Body Temperature Screening: 
 
The CDC has provided guidance to the public transit industry that agencies implement a COVID-
19 employee health screening process to its essential workers. Implementing this 
recommendation would require that all of MST's employees who routinely encounter the 
general public should be screened daily for a high body temperature at the beginning of their 
workday. 
 
MST essential employees would include Coach Operators, Transit Supervisors, Mobility 
Specialists, and Facilities workers. Given the complex matrix of work schedules and the span of 
MST services, it would not be feasible for MST to hire dedicated personnel to provide round-
the-clock employee screening at multiple employee reporting locations. 
 
Primary Screening: 
 
To implement this program, MST shall establish a primary screening program for its essential 
workers using Infrared Thermographic Camera technology (ITC). ITC devices detect and report 
via email or SMS, body temperatures that are above pre-determined control limits. 
 
ITC units shall be installed at essential employee reporting locations. When the employee 
reports to their work location, they shall be required to present themselves to an ITC station. 
Should the device detect the employee's body temperature to be above the pre-determined 
control limit, the employee will be directed to designated staff who will conduct a thorough 
secondary screening of the employee. 
 

 
 
Secondary Screening: 
 
During the secondary screening process, designated staff will verify the employee's body 
temperature with a handheld touchless thermometer and ask the employee a series of CDC 
recommended COVID-19 screening questions. If determined that the employee is showing 
symptoms of COVID-19, they shall not be allowed to work, directed to contact their health care 
professional, and be sent home to self-isolate following County Health protocols and MST's 
Medical Leave policy. 
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Mobility Center Customer Screening: 
 
MST shall also implement pre-entry health screening for customers at its Mobility Services 
Center in Salinas. Typically, these customers require close contact with MST staff during ADA 
Paratransit eligibility assessments or travel training sessions. A secondary screening process, as 
described above, shall be completed on all customers before entering the facility. 
 
Passenger Screening: 
 
At this juncture, MST does not have any immediate plans to initiate pre-boarding passenger 
temperature screening on its services. This may change should additional guidance be issued on 
this subject, and as new technologies become available to support such a program. 
 
3.6.8 Contact Tracing: 
 
As the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic crisis entered its fifth month, the number of positive COVID-19 
cases within the State of California increased significantly. State and County Contact Tracing 
programs became quickly overwhelmed and could not effectively keep up with the number of 
active cases.  
 
Contact tracing programs serve as the front-line offensive tactic used by public health officials 
to help mitigate the spread of infectious diseases. However, these programs are only effective 
when those who have been in "close contact" with a contagious person are quickly identified, 
contacted, and directed to change their behavior (e.g., isolate or quarantine).  
 
To further mitigate the potential spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus among its employees and 
passengers, MST established a Contact Tracing unit. The unit is comprised of five key staff 
members who completed the Contact Tracing certification course with the John Hopkins 
Bloomberg School of Public Health.  
 
As one of Monterey County's largest employers and the sole public transit provider, MST 
established this program to support the County Health Department's Contact Tracing efforts, 
not replace them. Qualified MST staff are able to collaborate in a meaningful way with County 
Health Officials and provide informed direction and appropriate follow up to MST employees 
who believe that they may have been infected with or exposed to the SARS-CoV-2 virus.  
 
Should an MST Coach Operator test positive for COVID-19, MST’s Contact Tracing Unit is able to 
utilize GPS technology, vehicle telemetry data, on board video surveillance, and Contact Tracing 
skills to determine if any passengers engaged in “close contact” with the employee during their 
infectious period. Should it be determined that a passenger was in “close contact” with an 
infectious employee, MST’s protocol requires that a press statement be released notifying the 
public of the date(s), time(s), and route number(s) where it was determined that the contact(s) 
occurred. Also, passengers who may be concerned that they had come in close contact with the 
Operator, will be advised to contact their healthcare provider or the Monterey County Health 
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Department for direction and support.  As of this writing, (August 11, 2020), MST has had no 
incident requiring the release of such a press statement.  
 

3.7 Preventative Strategies: 
 

3.7.1 Enhanced Vehicle Decontamination, Upgraded PPE Equipment, and Training for Utilities 
Service Personnel:  
 
Enhanced Vehicle Decontamination: 
 
In 2017, MST introduced a new cleaner, deodorizer, and disinfectant into its inventory of 

supplies. This new agent was proven to be effective against a number of viruses and diseases 

including Hepatitis. At the time, the Monterey County region had experienced a rise in Hepatitis 

infections in and around areas and facilities served by MST. 

MST uses this chemical daily to disinfect its vehicles and facilities. At the onset of the COVID-19 

crisis, MST increased the frequency of cleaning and disinfecting the fleet. As staff is available, 

buses that pull into the yard at midday are cleaned and sanitized a second time before being 

redeployed into revenue service.  

Additionally, MST purchased portable foggers (misters) that alter the cleaning agent into a 

vapor that quickly disperses the disinfectant evenly throughout the passenger cabin of the bus. 

The mist will settle on various surfaces, disinfecting and deodorizing everything it touches. 

Upgraded PPE Equipment: 
 
MST upgraded the PPE issued to the Utility Service Personnel (USP) who are responsible for 
cleaning and disinfecting vehicles and facilities. PPE for MST’s USP workers now include: 
 

• N-95 respirator face mask 

• Face shield 

• G-16 Eye protection 

• Heavy duty industrial grade disposable gloves 

• Disposable Microporous coveralls 
 
Updated Training: 
 
MST has also revised and included the following training topics in a bi-annual certification 
course for all USP workers: 
 

• Proper donning and doffing of personal protective equipment (PPE) 

• Proper storage and care of PPE 
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• Proper use and application of chemicals  

• Proper use of tools and equipment 

• Proper use of Foggers and Misters 
 

 

 
3.7.2 Formalize Essential Worker PPE Training and Recertification: 
 
A ‘New Hire PPE training module’ will be incorporated into the MST New Hire Coach Operator 
and Utility Training Program. Additionally, PPE recertification training will be included in VTT 
Training and Maintenance Safety Training every two years. 
 

3.8 Future Preparedness Strategies: 
 

3.8.1 Revised PPE Vendor Contractual Agreements – Guaranteed Supply Chain: 
 
Early in the COVID-19 crisis, MST experienced a shortage of PPE. As the Nation's supply chains 
were strained due to overwhelming demand, MST struggled to maintain sufficient PPE supplies 
to protect its essential workers.  
 
As a preparedness strategy, MST will work with its key vendors to explore the feasibility of 
modifying contractual terms to ensure that MST is always guaranteed product shipments to 
maintain a minimum of a 90-day supply of PPE. MST will consider paying the vendor(s) in 
advance to ensure an uninterrupted supply of PPE. 
 
Currently, MST has at least a 90-day supply of PPE on its shelves; however, should there be 
additional waves of the COVID-19 virus or future pandemics, a guaranteed supply chain of PPE 
will be crucial. 
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3.8.2 Annual Review and Updates of MST Disaster Response Plans: 

MST staff shall review its Continuity of Operations Plan for Disasters and Other Emergencies on 
an annual basis. The plan addresses several disaster scenarios that may affect MST, including 
pandemics. 
 
All plan updates shall be submitted to the MST Board of Directors for review, comment, and 
approval. 
 
3.8.3 Disaster Response Plan Testing (Tabletop Exercises, Live Drills): 

Having a disaster plan is an essential first step in preparedness; however, if the plan is not 
tested or exercised regularly, it may not be as effective as it could be when executed during a 
real-world event. 
 
MST staff shall hold a tabletop exercise at least annually to test its Continuity of Operations and 
Disaster planning effort. After-action reviews will be conducted after each exercise, and lessons 
learned will be incorporated into future disaster planning updates. 
 
3.8.4 Mandatory Incident Command System (ICS) Training for Designated MST Management 

Personnel: 

The Incident Command System (ICS) is a proven method for the command, 
control, and coordination of a response to any incident. ICS provides an effective means to 
coordinate the efforts of multiple agencies and/or personnel and resources to work towards 
the common goal of stabilizing the event while protecting life, property, and the environment. 
 
During MST's response to the COVID-19 crisis, it was found that some of MST's key 
management personnel had not received prior ICS training. This lack of preparation became 
problematic as some of these individuals were expected to staff critical positions in MST's 
Emergency Operations Center, which relies heavily on the use of ICS controls during emergency 
operations. It is for this reason that MST must strengthen its ICS training and certification 
program for all Supervisor and Manager level personnel. 
 
MST shall make ICS training mandatory for designated management level personnel within the 
agency. At a minimum, staff shall be required to certify in FEMA's IC-100c. This course describes 
the history, features, principles, and the organizational structure of the Incident Command 
System. It also explains the relationship between ICS and the National Incident Management 
System (NIMS). 
 
MST's Transit Supervisors shall continue to be required to certify in FEMA's IS-200c. This 
training offers a higher level of certification that is designed to meet the all-hazards, all-agency 
NIMS ICS requirement for operational personnel. 
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SECTION 4.0: Implementation Schedule For Pre-Pandemic and 

New Services: 
 

4.1 Short-Term and Long-Term Service Restoration Schedule for Pre-Pandemic 

Services: 

 
“Pre-pandemic” services are defined as those operated by MST prior to the County Health 
Officer’s first order on March 18, 2020.  Much of the service was suspended in terms of span of 
hours or days in operation.  Some lines were completely suspended and have not operated 
since the end of March 2020.  As the economy starts to reopen and MST provides transit 
service to more and more people traveling to work, service restoration must occur.  Short-term 
restoration is estimated to occur within the next 3 to 6 months.  Long-term restoration of those 
pre-COVID services will take place between 6 to 18 months.  The table below summarize the 
shorter-term and long-term restoration of “existing” services that served our passengers prior 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

Short-term 3-6 months Long-term 6-18 months 

High Demand Local and Regional Lines Historically Low Usage Local and Regional Lines 

Presidio and Naval Post-Graduate School service South County 80’s Lines 

Santa Cruz and San Jose service CSUMB and Hartnell Lines 

Monterey Trolley   

 

4.2 Short Term and Long-Term Service Implementation of New Services: 

 
“New” services are defined as those that did not exist prior to the County Health Officer’s first 
order on March 18, 2020.  One example is a single-seat ride for Big Sur residents to access 
CHOMP. This new service was established during the response period and will be continued 
going forward.  Other new services include better access for the hospitality commute and 
development of new bus pass programs.  Additional projects will be developed through the 
Comprehensive Operational Analysis (COA).  The table below summarizes the short-term and 
long-term new services. 
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Short-term 3-6 months Long-term 6-18 months 

Big Sur to CHOMP Redesign of South County 80’s Lines 

Improved Access for Hospitality (e.g., Line 21 

access to Monterey Peninsula Country Club) 

Berryessa BART Connection 

Improved Access for K-12 Schools Others to be determined through COA 

Hospitality Bus Pass Program Park-It Big Sur Parking and Shuttle Program 

Student Bus Pass Program  

 
The following chart shows how the MST Recovery team rated the current short-term recovery 
services utilizing the recovery criteria as described in Section 3.3.1 
 

 
 

SECTION 5.0: Plan Approval and Implementation: 
 

5.1 Approval Process and Timeline: 

 
This plan will be presented in draft form to the MST Board of Directors during its August 2020 
meeting for review and further direction. 
 
MST staff recommends that the final plan be returned to the Board for approval during its 
September 2020 meeting. 
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5.2 Recovery Plan Implementation Process: 

 
Plan Implementation: 
 
The MST Board of Directors has the ultimate responsibility to both initiate and implement the 
recovery plan. Almost all of the recovery projects require public dollars and action. However, 
some projects may require private dollars, and some may require a public/private partnership 
to implement. The key to a successful implementation is the support and commitment of the 
local elected officials. 
 
It is recommended that the MST Recovery Program Team remain active and oversee the entire 
implementation process of this recovery plan. The team is currently comprised of MST Board 
members and key MST staff.  
 
The length of the implementation timeline will depend on the pace of economic recovery of the 
various sectors within the community. That may be three months in some cases or 18 months 
or longer in others. The key to continued success includes; 1) regular project completions, 2) 
maintaining a fluid plan, 3) community involvement during the implementation process.  
 
Priorities for Implementation: 
 
Project implementation priorities should be based on two general principles: 
 

1. Focus on projects that will have the most impact on the community's recovery when 
completed. The High Recovery Value projects should have priority. These should get the 
primary focus of the Recovery Project Team and the MST Board of Directors. 

 
2. Move forward on projects that can be completed quickly, have significant public 

support, and available funding. These are the "low hanging fruit" of the plan. 
Completion of these types of projects creates significant visibility and helps solidify 
community and political support for continued emphasis on plan implementation. In 
some cases, these projects may not have a high recovery value, but their completion will 
help hold the community's interest in MST's recovery program. 

 
Plan Flexibility: 
 
This plan should be viewed as a guide, not a set of specific instructions. Specifics of the recovery 
projects in the plan may change and evolve as designs are undertaken or as more details 
become known. Also, a resurgence of the COVID-19 pandemic could significantly alter the 
trajectory of the recovery program. It is important that MST remains flexible during the 
recovery process and assesses changes based on the community's recovery needs and the 
overall objectives of the plan.  
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Evaluation and feedback are essential components of the long-term recovery planning process. 
Also, tracking and reporting the progress of the recovery plan can be used to demonstrate 
success to stakeholders and the general public. 
 

SECTION 6.0: Plan Maintenance and Updates: 
 

6.1 Plan Changes: 

 
An essential aspect of any recovery plan is that it must accommodate and allow flexibility for 
changes in priorities or circumstances that generally occur during the recovery process. The 
MST Board of Directors must be aware of and prepared for changes in plan or project priorities.  
 
Also, MST's Recovery Project Team should not fear modifications, alterations, or deviations 
from the plan. Instead, they should be prepared to adjust as needed throughout the process 
and accept it as an ordinary course of the recovery process, all the while keeping the 
stakeholders involved and informed.  
 

6.2 Plan Updates: 

 
This plan should be reviewed regularly to ensure that MST is following the appropriate path 
toward recovery. In the first year following the approval of this plan, an evaluation of the 
implementation process should occur monthly. This evaluation may consist of regular status 
reports or presentations to MST's Board of Directors. 
 
After the first year, the status of the recovery process could be included in MST's annual report 
to stakeholders.  The status report could consist of; noted plan modifications, project 
challenges, and new implementation priorities for the coming year. 
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APPENDEX: 
 

Appendix A: MST COVID-19 Recovery Program Outline 
Appendix B: CTA; Recommendations for the Future of Transit 
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MST COVID-19 Recovery Program 
Outline 

 
1.0 COMMUNITY NEEDS ASSESSMENT: 
 

1.1 What are the community needs? (Conduct a Community SWOT Analysis) 
 

▪ Agriculture Sector 
▪ Hospitality Sector 
▪ Education Sector 
▪ Department of Defense 
▪ Healthcare Sector 
▪ Private Transportation Sector (Taxi, Charter, Etc) 
▪ Retail Sector 
▪ Social Services / Government Sector 
▪ Other 

 
1.2 What are the community's economic needs as a result of the disaster? New 
economic opportunities? Bolstering current opportunities? How can MST support 
those needs? 

 
“It’s not so much about MST’s recovery, as it is about how MST can support the 

community’s recovery” 
 

2.0 RECOVERY LEADERSHIP & TIMEFRAME: 
 

2.1 Who will lead / champion MST’s recovery program? 
 

▪ Elected Officials(s) (Special Sub-Committee of the MST Board?) 
▪ General Manager 
▪ Other designated MST Staff Member 

 
2.2 Establish a Recovery Program Team: 

 
▪ Elected Official(s) (MST Board Member) 
▪ MST Staff 
▪ Members of the Public  
▪ Stakeholder Reps (MCHA, TAMC,MAC, CSUMB, DOD, Measure Q) 
▪ Other 

 
2.3 Develop Recovery Program Timeframe: 

 
▪ Generally, disaster recovery planning activities should be initiated at or near the 

end of the response phase and be completed within 6 to 12 weeks depending on 
the severity of the damages and the resources available. Initiating and 
completing the planning process in a relatively short time frame is important in 
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order to capture the cooperative community spirit that usually exists immediately 
following a disaster and to take advantage of the attention (and funding 
opportunities) provided by federal and state agencies. Although this process has 
been carried out by experienced disaster recovery program teams within the 6-12 
week time frame, it may take longer for an agency without previous experience in 
the process. 

 
3.0 SECURE OUTSIDE SUPPORT: 
 

3.1 Where can we get help? 
 

▪ County/ City government agencies (Local, City Mangers Associations, TAMC) 
▪ Regional Planning Authority (AMBAG) 
▪ State agencies (Department of Transportation) 
▪ Federal Agencies (FTA, FEMA, DOD) 
▪ Public Transit Associations (APTA, CTA, CalAct, Etc) 
▪ Transit Agencies (SCMTD, SLO RTA, VTA, San Benito, Etc)  
▪ Other Agencies (Academic Community, NPO(s), Elderly / Disabled Advocacy 

Groups) 
▪  Private Business Sector, Etc) 

 
4.0 ESTABLISH A PUBLIC INFORMATION CAMPAIGN: 
 

4.1 How do we keep the community informed and involved in the process? 
 

▪ Establish a vision 
▪ Make local media partners in the process 

 
4.2 Getting the message out through: 

 
▪ Community leaders, organizations and associations. 
▪ School Districts, College Community, Department of Defense 
▪ Chambers of Commerce 
▪ Volunteer Organizations 
▪ Organizations, associations and faith-based groups 
▪ Newspapers 
▪ Social Media 
▪ Dedicated Recovery Web Site 
▪ Television 
▪ Radio 
▪ Newsletter 
▪ Flyers 

 
5.0 REACHING CONSENSUS: 
 

5.1 How do we secure community buy-in to move forward? 
 

▪ Keep the public involved 
▪ Align with community sector interests and recovery priorities 
▪ Work collaboratively with local, State, Federal  Government 
▪ Identify other stakeholder groups (Elderly / disabled community, Etc) 
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6.0 IDENTIFY RECOVERY ISSUES: 
 

6.1 What are the opportunities? 
 

▪ Rethink the vision 
▪ Improve previous conditions 
▪ Maintain community focus 
▪ Act on new opportunities. 

 
6.2 Make no little plans. 

 
▪ The recovery program should inspire “big thinking” 
▪ Strike while the Iron is hot! 

 
7.0 ARTICULATING THE VISION AND SETTING GOALS: 
 

7.1 What will strengthen and revitalize our community? 
 

▪ Establish a logical framework for decision making 
▪ Articulate MST’s post disaster vision to its community 
▪ Set concrete, over-arching goals to support the vision 
▪ Evaluate the goals – are they in alignment with the vision? 
▪ Realize goals with “high recovery value” projects 
▪ Remain open to feedback 

 
8.0 IDENTIFYING, EVALUATING, AND PRIORITIZING RECOVERY 
PROJECTS: 
 

8.1 What makes a good project? (Look to community and stakeholder input) 
 

▪ Restoration of high recovery value transit services.  
▪ Improving service that go beyond pre-disaster conditions. 
▪ Mitigation projects: Engineering, technical, and administrative changes to limit 

the impact of future employee and passenger exposure. 
▪ Prevention projects: Supply chain vendor contract amendments, modified 

employee training standards, improved public transit vehicle and or facility design 
standards. 

▪ Preparedness projects: Updating disaster plans, regular mandatory table top 
exercises, incorporation of on-going emergency management training for MST’s 
Supervisors, Managers, and Executive team. 

▪ Other projects. 
 

8.2 Evaluating and Prioritizing Projects. 
 

▪ Assess each project’s recovery value: Projects identified during the recovery 
planning process have varying levels of impact on the recovery of a community. 
Projects in these plans were assigned a "recovery value" based on their 
importance to the community's recovery.  
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▪ Recovery Value is the designation assigned to a project that indicates its ability 
to help jump-start a community's recovery from a natural disaster or incident of 
national significance. Projects that positively contribute to recovery typically 
address a broad range of issues that promote a functioning and healthy 
economy, support infrastructure optimization, and encourage the provision of a 
full range of opportunities. 

 

 
▪ Evaluate the following for each proposed project to assign its recovery value: 

 
✓ Post disaster community needs 
✓ Project feasibility 
✓ Project economic sustainability 
✓ Economic Impact on the community 
✓ High visibility and increases community capacity 
✓ Linkage throughout the community and leverages other projects & funding 
✓ Enhancement of the quality of life within the community 

 
▪ Assign Project Funding Priorities: The criteria for a high recovery value project 

are consistent with most funding priority criteria. It is important to convey to the 
potential funding sources and the local community the recovery value concept 
and the reasons for a project's designation. A clear explanation of the recovery 
value concept and a brief summary of the key criteria addressed by a particular 
project will assist both the funding agencies and the local community as funds 
are sought to implement the projects. 

 
▪ Timing of Projects: Priority should be given to those projects that have the 

highest recovery value for a community. At the same time, it is important to have 
an immediate success with these projects to continue to stimulate community 
support.  

 
9.0 DEVELOPING A RECOVERY PLAN: 

 
9.1 Who authors the plan? 

 
▪ Designate a small team to write the plan. 

 
9.2 Identify short and long term recovery windows: 

 
▪ Short Term Recovery: 1-3 Months 
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▪ Long Term Recovery: 3-18 Months 
 
9.3 Define the elements of the plan. 

 
▪ Demobilization Activities:  

➢ Task Force(s), Strike Teams, & Support Units implemented during the response 
phase. 

▪ Remobilize Work Force: 
➢ Employee Assistance and support 
➢ Training 

▪ Service recovery strategy: 
➢ Community SWOT Analysis 
➢ Define high, medium, and low recovery value services. 
➢ Closely monitor California State’s four stage plan to re-open the economy 

(attached). 
▪ New Opportunities: 

➢ Improving service beyond pre-disaster conditions 
▪ Other high, medium, & low “Recovery Value” projects 
▪ Financial recovery strategy 

➢ CARES, FEMA,FTA, Other 
▪ Mitigation strategies: 

➢ Contactless fare collection systems 
➢ Permanent elimination of fares 
➢ Permanent driver barriers 
➢ Engineering modifications – MST facilities  
➢ AV technologies 
➢ Thermal imaging passenger / employee screening systems 
➢ Other 

▪ Prevention Strategies: 
➢ Sustained vehicle decontamination protocols, standardized USP training, and 

recertification 
➢ Formalized front line employee PPE training and recertification 
➢ Revised PPE vendor contractual agreements – guaranteed supply chain 
➢ Other 

▪ Future Preparedness Strategies: 
➢ Annual review and update of MST disaster response plans. 
➢ Annual disaster response plan testing (Table top exercises, live drills, Etc) 
➢ Mandatory emergency management and ICS training for Supervisors, Managers, 

Executive team, and purchased transportation contractors. 
➢ Other 

▪ Other Plan Elements 
 
9.4 First Plan Review: 
 
▪ MST Board of Directors Review 
▪ MST Board Committee Review 
▪ Public hearing(s), or online community engagement 
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9.5 Final Plan Review: 
 
▪ MST Board of Directors Review 
▪ MST Board Committee Review 
▪ Public hearing(s), or online community engagement 

 
10.0 CHOOSING CHAMPIONS FOR THE RECOVERY PROGRAM: 
 

10.1 Who will provide leadership during MST’s recovery efforts? 
 

▪ What Constitutes a Good Champion? Good champions will understand the 
needs of the community as a whole. They will be familiar with and able to work 
collaboratively with the appropriate jurisdictions and stakeholders to ensure a 
successful outcome of the recovery projects. A good champion will also have 
support within the community from politicians and general public alike. 
 

▪ Where Do You Find Project Champions? 
✓ Elected official(s) 
✓ MST staff member 
✓ Community activists 
✓ Other local professional organizations 
✓ Other influential member of a local community organization 

 
10.2 The role of a recovery champion: 
 
▪ Find ways to attract or leverage funding to the recovery projects.  
▪ Convince the community to support the recovery projects. 
▪ Ensure the person(s) responsible for the implementation of recovery projects 

achieve all or many of the goals and policies of the project. 
 
11.0 PREPARING A RECOVERY FUNDING STRATEGY: 
 

11.1 Where do we get the funding for these projects? 
 
▪ Public Funds  

➢ Local: 
✓ Measure Q 
✓ Local Transportation Funds 
✓ Passenger Fares 
✓ Public / Public Partnerships 
✓ Public / Private Partnerships 

➢ State: 
✓ California Disaster Assistance Program 
✓ State Transit Assistance 
✓ SB1, Climate Investment Grants 
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➢ Federal  

✓ CARES Act  
✓ FEMA  
✓ FTA  (5307,5310,5311,5339, Small Starts) 
✓ Hazard Mitigation Program 
✓ Public Assistance Program 
✓ Family First Tax Credits 

▪ Not-for-profit organizations 
▪ Private Foundations 
▪ Other organizations or entities 

 
11.2 Hazard Mitigation Funding: 
 
▪ Hazard Mitigation can be a key component of the recovery funding strategy, and 

there are several funding sources for implementing hazard mitigation techniques and 
projects. These include the Section 404 Hazard Mitigation Grant Program, Section 
406 Hazard Mitigation Program associated with the FEMA public assistance 
programs and Pre-Disaster Mitigation Program.  
 
✓ Section 404 Hazard Mitigation (HMGP) Authorized under Section 404 of the 

Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, the Hazard 
Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) administered by the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA) provides grants to States and local governments to 
implement long-term hazard mitigation measures after a major disaster 
declaration. The purpose of the program is to reduce the loss of life and property 
due to natural disasters and to enable mitigation measures to be implemented 
during immediate recovery from a disaster. Applicants who have questions 
regarding the HMGP should contact the State. 

Hazard Mitigation Officer. 

11.3 Leveraging: 
 

▪ Communities should seek several levels or sources of funding to leverage recovery 
project development. Using several layers of resources insulates recovery projects 
from potential pitfalls and encourages more stakeholder participation. On the other 
hand we must recognize that the leveraging of multiple resources requires additional 
project oversight and coordination to ensure success. 

 
11.4 Recovery Funding Package: 
 
▪ Consider the following while preparing a recovery funding package: 
 

✓ Review the scale and scope of the recovery effort to determine how the recovery 
projects could be logically divided into phases. This approach will allow the 
flexibility to initially develop high value recovery projects where total funding or 
resources may not yet exist or be available to implement moderate or low 
recovery value projects. 

✓ Look internally to determine if any funds are available through existing revenue 
streams or through new or potential sources of local revenue. This demonstrates 
to Federal and State agencies that the community is willing to become a primary 
stakeholder in the redevelopment and recovery process. 
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✓ Evaluate the funding programs and resources available at the regional, State, 
and Federal levels that will allow the leveraging of local funds to complete 
recovery projects. Focus on existing State and Federal programs as the first 
choice. Don't rely on special appropriations from State or Federal agencies that 
may or may not come to fruition. These resources may not always consist of 
actual cash investment. In reality there are numerous opportunities where in-kind 
services or technical assistance may provide a comparable level of support. 

 
12.0 IMPLEMENTING THE RECOVERY PLAN: 
 

12.1 How do we make it all happen? 
 
▪ The recovery plan is a product of the recovery program, but the end product(s) of 

the program are the completed projects that are set forth in the recovery plan. 
The successful implementation of the recovery plan is the key to a long-term 
recovery. 

 
12.2 Who is in charge of implementing the recovery plan? 
 
▪ As the governing body, MST’s Board of Directors has the responsibility to both 

initiate and implement the recovery plan. Most of the recovery projects will 
require public dollars and action, some projects may require private dollars and 
actions, and some may require a public/private partnership to implement; 
however, the key to implementation is to successfully support the communities 
MST serves though the recovery process.  

 
12.3 Recovery Implementation Team: 

 
▪ Formalize the appointment of an internal recovery implementation team lead by 

an experienced Manager who possesses the skills to manage multiple activities 
to ensure that the recovery plan is successfully implemented.  

▪ The implementation Manager should be given an appropriate time frame to jump-
start the implementation process - at least until the project champion and the 
projects have enough momentum to move forward to project completion. 

 
12.4 Priorities for Implementation: 
 
▪ Focus on projects that will have the most impact on the community's recovery 

when completed. Obviously the high recovery value projects should have priority. 
These should get the major focus of the implementation team, the recovery 
program champion, and the MST Board of Directors.  

 

▪ Move forward on projects that can be completed rather quickly, have significant 
public support, and available funding. These would be the "low hanging fruit" of 
the recovery plan. Completion of these types of projects creates significant 
visibility for the recovery program and helps solidify community and political 
support for continued emphasis on plan implementation. In some cases, these 
projects may not have a high recovery value, but their completion will help hold 
the community's interest in MST’s recovery program. 
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12.5 Allow for flexibility and feedback: 

 
▪ The recovery plan should be viewed as a guide, not a set of specific instructions. 

Specifics of the projects in the plan may change and evolve as designs are 
undertaken or as more details become known. It is important that the District’s 
recovery implementation team remain flexible and assess changes based on the 
community's evolving objectives during the recovery process. 

 
▪ Evaluation and feedback are key components of the implementation process. In 

addition to helping to improve the overall effort, progress that is evaluated and 
tracked can be used to communicate success to stakeholders and the general 
public. 

 
13.0 UPDATING THE RECOVERY PLAN: 
 

13.1 When are we finished? 
 
▪ The recovery plan should be viewed as a 'living' document that adjusts and 

changes to specific needs as the community works through the recovery 
process. 
 

▪ Many recovery projects identified within the plan may still be in a conceptual 
framework, and far from completion. Projects may still go through further 
planning, design, or analysis before it may proceed. In addition, the resources, 
funding, and legislative approval must be secured before a project can be 
realized. 

 
13.2 Continue Community Involvement: 
 
▪ Progress on recovery projects should be visible to the community, such as public 

meetings, project presentations, press releases, legislative actions, ribbon cutting 
events, etc. As projects evolve and change due to resources or new regulations, 
it is even more important that the community is kept informed of the project 
changes and the implementation progress. 
 

▪ Regardless of the stage of the project, keeping the community involved and 
informed will earn the respect of the community and allow for continual support 
during the recovery effort. 

 
13.3 Changes and Modifications to the Recovery Plan: 

 
▪ The recovery plan must accommodate and allow flexibility for changes in 

priorities or circumstances that generally occur during the recovery process. Do 
not fear modifications, alterations or deviations from the plan. Accept this as a 
normal course of redevelopment during the recovery process. 
 

▪ Allow for flexibility and prepare for changes and modifications to the recovery 
process - all the while keeping the community involved and informed. 
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13.4 Plan Updates: 

 
▪ Evaluate the recovery plan on a regular basis to ensure that the community is 

following the anticipated or projected path toward recovery. In the first year 
following the disaster, an evaluation of the plan and the implementation process 
might occur on a monthly basis. This evaluation may consist of regular status 
reports or presentations to community leaders and policy makers. 

 
▪ After the first year and through year five (depending on the severity of the 

disaster), the progress of the recovery plan implementation should be 
summarized in a quarterly, semiannual, or annual report and presented to the 
community. This report should identify the status of the implementation process, 
noted plan modifications, project challenges, and new implementation priorities 
for the coming year. 

 
 

Attachments:  
 

▪ California State four stage plan to re-open economy. 
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California State’s Four-Stage Plan to Re-
open the Economy: 

 
Stage 1: Everyone is either staying at home or a member of the essential workforce. This is the 
stage we are in now, and will stay in until a modification to the statewide stay-at-home order. 
 
Stage 2: Reopening lower risk workplaces, including: 
 

▪ Non-essential manufacturing (toys, furniture, clothing, etc.) 

▪ Schools 

▪ Childcare facilities 

▪ Retail businesses for curbside pick-up 

▪ Offices where working remotely isn't possible, but can be modified to make the 
environment safer for employees 

▪ Update: 5/8/20: Other Stage 2 sectors, such as offices and dine-in restaurants, will be 
part of a later Stage 2 opening. The announcement for Friday does not include offices, 
seated dining at restaurants, shopping malls or schools. As the Governor noted last 
week, the state is working with school districts and the California education community 
to determine how best and safely to reopen. That continues to be the case – this May 8 
announcement does not move up this timeline.  

Stage 3: Reopening higher risk workplaces, which require close proximity to other people, 
including: 
 

▪ Hair salons 

▪ Nail salons 

▪ Gyms 

▪ Movie theaters 

▪ Sporting events without live audiences 

▪ In-person religious services (churches and weddings) 

 

Stage 4: Ending the stay-at-home order, reopening of: 
 

▪ Concert venues 

▪ Convention centers 

▪ Sporting events with live audiences 
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Representatives from these public transit system member agencies participated on the Task Force: 

 

Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District 

Central Contra Costa Transit Authority  

Golden Empire Transit District (Chaired by Karen King, CEO; and Vice Chair, California Transit 

Association) 

Long Beach Transit 

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority 

Monterey-Salinas Transit 

Orange County Transportation Authority 

San Diego Metropolitan Transit System 

San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District 

San Mateo County Transit District 

Santa Maria Area Transit 

Victor Valley Transit Authority 
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The California Transit Association’s recommendations for the “Future of Transit” are 

presented in this report as elective “best practices” for consideration and possible 

implementation by California’s transit agencies. The recommendations seek to improve 

the safety, efficiency, and viability of transit operations during the COVID-19 pandemic 

and aim to establish a more reliable and resilient public transportation network in the 

future that expands access to mobility and economic opportunity to all Californians.  

The elective nature of the recommendations explicitly and purposefully 

recognizes that some transit agencies may struggle to implement these “best 

practices,” even if agency leadership fully agrees with the recommendations, 

whether due to insurmountable resource limitations or local community priorities. 

The recommendations in this report were developed and finalized by the Association’s 

COVID-19 Transit Crisis Relief Task Force in spring-summer 2020 based on survey 

data collected from members of the following Association standing committees and 

other groups: 

▪ Operations Committee  
▪ New Mobility Task Force 
▪ State Legislative Committee 
▪ Federal Legislative Committee  
▪ Business Member Advisory Group 

The survey data reflects responses, from 40 survey participants, to various proposed 

measures impacting transit operations, technology and land-use. Association staff 

identified the proposed measures, as informed by research published by policy think 

tanks, transportation consultancies, news articles and industry guidance documents. 

See the report’s Appendices for a list of the proposed measures, a summary of the 

initial survey data, a summary of the prioritization survey conducted by the COVID-19 

Transit Crisis Relief Task Force, and an overview of the resources staff analyzed to cull 

the initial options.   

Additionally, this report includes several policy recommendations, which reflect various 

policy priorities already adopted by the Association, in documents such as its 2020 

State Legislative Program and 2020 Federal Legislative Program, and which have 

gained new urgency in the aftermath of the pandemic.  

Beyond their intended use by California transit agencies, the recommendations in this 

report will be provided to the American Public Transportation Association for 

consideration by its Mobility Recovery & Restoration Task Force as well to the California 

State Legislature and the United States Congress.  

The recommendations in this report are not intended to override any federal, state or local laws, 

regulations or guidance.  

https://caltransit.org/advocacy/annual-legislative-program/2020-state-legislative-program/
https://caltransit.org/advocacy/annual-legislative-program/2020-state-legislative-program/
https://caltransit.org/advocacy/annual-legislative-program/2020-federal-legislative-program/
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Justification  

Directing transit riders to wear face coverings on transit vehicles and at 

transit stations and stops, consistent with guidance from the California 

Department of Public Health, helps reduce the rate of COVID-19 

transmission between riders and helps maintain a safe work environment 

for transit operators.  

 

A Snapshot from California 

California transit agencies began to direct transit riders to wear face 

coverings as early as April 2020.  

In June 2020, the California Department of Public Health issued new 

guidance requiring Californians to wear facing coverings when they are in 

“high-risk situations,” including waiting for or riding on public transportation 

or paratransit or while in a taxi, private car service, or ride-sharing vehicle; 

and driving or operating any public transportation or paratransit vehicle, 

taxi, or private car service or ride-sharing vehicle when passengers are 

present.1 This guidance is further reflected in the State of California’s 

COVID-19 Industry Guidance: Public and Private Passenger Carriers, 

Transit and Passenger Rail, developed by the California Department of 

Public Health (CDPH), Cal/OSHA and the California State Transportation 

Agency.2  

 

 

 

  

 
1 California Department of Public Health, “Guidance for the Use of Face Coverings.” June 18, 2020.  
2 California Department of Public Health, Cal/OSHA, California State Transportation Agency, “COVID-19 

Industry Guidance: Public and Private Passenger Carriers, Transit and Passenger Rail.” July 2, 2020.  

https://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/CDPH%20Document%20Library/COVID-19/Guidance-for-Face-Coverings_06-18-2020.pdf
https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-transit-rail.pdf
https://files.covid19.ca.gov/pdf/guidance-transit-rail.pdf
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Justification 

Installing barriers in transit vehicles to protect transit operators, where 

feasible, can provide added protection against COVID-19 transmission to 

operators and riders alike. 

 

A Snapshot from California  

The Antelope Valley Transit Authority just authorized the purchase and 

installation of 57 barriers to help protect bus operators and riders during the 

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.3 

Meanwhile, staff in the Overhaul and Repair Division of the Santa Clara 

Valley Transportation Authority repurposed old pull-down sunshades from 

decommissioned buses to quickly outfit VTA’s bus fleet with new and 

economical protective barriers.4 

 

  

 
3 Antelope Valley Press, “Protection Barriers Coming to AVTA’s Bus Fleet.” May 2020.  
4 Mass Transit, “Santa Clara VTA workers rise to challenge, find creative solution to protect their own.” 
May 2020 

https://www.avpress.com/news/protection-barriers-coming-to-avta-s-bus-fleet/article_e7d6fb0e-8b5b-11ea-8a4a-87cce623439e.html
https://www.masstransitmag.com/safety-security/press-release/21139432/santa-clara-valley-transportation-authority-vta-santa-clara-vta-workers-rise-to-challenge-find-creative-solution-to-protect-their-own
https://www.masstransitmag.com/safety-security/press-release/21139432/santa-clara-valley-transportation-authority-vta-santa-clara-vta-workers-rise-to-challenge-find-creative-solution-to-protect-their-own
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Justification 

Research into the impacts of ventilation systems on the spread of COVID-

19 is limited; however, transit agencies across Asia are taking 

precautionary steps to enhance HVAC filtration and increase natural 

ventilation – as complements to more comprehensive public health 

strategies – to reduce the risk of infection on transit vehicles.  

Furthermore, guidance released by the American Public Transportation 

Association this summer acknowledges that “adequate ventilation and air 

filtration of HVAC systems can reduce the likelihood of airborne exposure,” 

but stops short of recommending any technology, treatment, or method 

until further research is conducted.5  

 

A Snapshot from California 

Researchers at Fresno State, in partnership with the Fresno County Rural 

Transit Authority, have begun to study airflow on transit buses and 

strategies for mitigating potential virus circulation and infection through 

HVAC systems.6  

Results from that study are expected to be released in 2021.  

 

  

 
5 American Public Transportation Association, “Cleaning and Disinfecting Transit Vehicles and Facilities During a 
Contagious Virus Pandemic,” June 2020.  
6 ABC30, “Fresno State team researching how viruses spread in buses.” June 2020.  

https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/APTA_WP_Cleaning_and_Disinfecting_Transit_Vehicles_and_Facilities_During_a_Contagious_Virus_Pandemic_FINAL_6-22-2020.pdf
https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/APTA_WP_Cleaning_and_Disinfecting_Transit_Vehicles_and_Facilities_During_a_Contagious_Virus_Pandemic_FINAL_6-22-2020.pdf
https://abc30.com/education/fresno-state-team-researching-how-viruses-spread-in-buses/6266020/
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Justification 

Transit agencies around the world have responded to the pandemic by 

announcing expanded cleaning schedules for transit vehicles, transit 

stations, administrative offices and operational facilities; making hand 

sanitizer dispensers and hand-washing stations available; and, equipping 

drivers with antiseptic wipes and PPE to help reduce coronavirus 

transmission rates. Publishing these current and new cleaning methods 

and hygiene protocols through various media channels can help build trust 

with riders and the broader public that transit vehicles are safe for use.  

 

A Snapshot from California 

In May 2020, BART published its “15-Step Plan to Welcome Riders Back,” 

which outlines new measures, protocols and technologies the agency is 

implementing to restore, and promote trust in, its service. The plan, which 

was promoted heavily on BART’s Twitter account, highlights that BART is 

using “hospital-grade disinfectants in stations and on-board trains” and 

“electrostatic foggers on train cars that spray disinfecting mist that coats 

and clings to surfaces,” and is 

“evaluating a variety of new 

cleaning procedures such as 

ultraviolet disinfecting.”7  

The Orange County 
Transportation Authority (OCTA) 
has promoted its cleaning 
protocols and safety messages 
using exterior ads, bus interior 
cards, on its website, in videos 
and with brochures.  
 

 

 
7 BART, “BART’s 15-Step Plan to Welcome Riders Back,” May 2020.  

https://www.bart.gov/sites/default/files/docs/BART_COVID_WelcomeBackFactSheet_062420.pdf
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Justification 

Prioritizing service restoration in high ridership corridors can help transit 

agencies maximize the mobility benefits of limited operating budgets and 

help maintain physical distance between riders.  

In many California communities, the corridors with the highest ridership are 

also home to economically and environmentally disadvantaged 

communities, allowing service restoration in these corridors to immediately 

benefit the communities most in need of high-quality public transportation.  

In the long-run, this recommendation, which complements efforts routinely 

conducted by transit agencies to revamp their service through 

comprehensive operational analyses and in response to changing local 

demographics, geospatial shifts in the housing-jobs balance, and other 

emerging trends affecting transit ridership, will increase the efficiency of 

transit service.  

A Snapshot from California 

In the weeks following the Bay Area’s shelter-in-place order, the San 

Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency (SFMTA) used travel data to 

make targeted service reductions. Now, as more San Franciscans return to 

work and demand for transit increases, SFMTA is using data on shifting 

customer travel patterns and Muni’s Equity Strategy to restore service.8  

As the economy has improved, Golden Empire Transit District has begun to 

put “shadow buses” into service in corridors with high ridership. These 

buses, which trail lead buses running on GET’s Saturday schedule, allow 

operators to cap the capacity of lead buses to facilitate social distancing 

while not diluting GET’s overall capacity or the quality of their passengers’ 

customer experience. As ridership continues to return, GET will build more 

of these shadow buses into their bus schedule, increasing frequency on the 

busiest routes.    

 
8 SFMTA, “A Data-Driven Transportation Recovery.” May 26, 2020.  

https://www.sfmta.com/blog/data-driven-transportation-recovery
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Justification 

Restoring more frequent transit service can help transit agencies stay 

ahead of demand, allowing riders to maintain physical distance while also 

avoiding overcrowding on transit vehicles.  

In the long-run, more frequent transit service, which routinely ranks as the 

top priority for existing and potential transit riders, can help transit agencies 

maintain and expand their transit ridership.9 

 

A Snapshot from California 

According to its “15-Step Plan to Welcome Riders Back,” BART is 

monitoring ridership data on its train and will increase service frequency if 

they measure more than 30 riders per car consistently during peak hours.10   

OCTA has been adding unscheduled trips when needed, based on 

passenger loads to allow for social distancing. In June, service was 

restored on many of the routes where unscheduled trips were taking place, 

addressing the increased demand. 

 

 

  

 
9 Transit Center, “Who’s On Board,” 2016 ; “Who’s On Board,” 2019. 
10 BART, “BART’s 15-Step Plan to Welcome Riders Back,” May 2020. 

https://transitcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Whos-On-Board-2016-7_12_2016.pdf
https://transitcenter.org/publication/whos-on-board-2019/
https://www.bart.gov/sites/default/files/docs/BART_COVID_WelcomeBackFactSheet_062420.pdf
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Justification 

Increased passenger loads during peak commute times can overwhelm 

transit agencies reeling from reduced operating budgets. Engaging major 

employers and other stakeholders, like universities and schools, to 

encourage them to establish staggered work hours and work (or bell) start 

times can help smooth passenger loads, allowing riders to maintain 

physical distance without requiring transit agencies to significantly increase 

their levels of service.  

 

A Snapshot from California 

LA Metro has begun to engage major employers, agencies and other 

stakeholders to develop a regional pact to expand telecommuting and 

implement staggered work hours, where feasible.11  

During the month of July, OCTA is conducting a statistically valid survey of 

adults in Orange County to develop an understanding of how COVID-19 

has altered public attitudes, working arrangements, travel behaviors and 

mode choice. In addition, feedback is being sought from employers through 

a qualitative online survey. The data will help shape discussions with 

employers and other stakeholders regarding telecommuting. 

 

  

 
11 LA Metro’s Recovery Task Force, “A Path Forward – Progress Report 1,” June 2020. 

http://libraryarchives.metro.net/dpgtl/covid-19/20200608-metro-recovery%20report-1-a-path-forward.pdf
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Justification 

Introducing digital ticketing and contactless payment systems can help 

transit agencies maintain physical distance between transit operators and 

riders; limit contact with shared surfaces and objects; speed bus boarding; 

increase fare collection by expanding payment options; allow transit 

agencies to resume fare collection, where currently waived; and help lay 

the foundation toward greater system integration in the future.  

To be clear, this recommendation works toward a goal pursued by transit 

agencies the world over, irrespective of the recent health pandemic. The 

growing body of epidemiological knowledge about how COVID-19 spreads 

may only be adding to and heightening focus on the many good reasons 

that already existed for transit to move towards these new technologies. 

 

A Snapshot from California 

In 2019, BART eliminated the sale of paper tickets at five of its stations.  

Now, in the face of COVID-19, BART is accelerating its expansion of the 

number of stations where the reloadable Clipper card is the only fare 

product available for purchase. This action will help BART create a more 

contactless and sanitary system.12   

 

  

 
12 Mass Transit, “BART expanding Clipper-only sales at stations through 2020.” June 2020.  

https://www.masstransitmag.com/technology/fare-collection/press-release/21140783/bay-area-rapid-transit-bart-bart-expanding-clipperonly-sales-at-stations-systemwide-through-2020
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Justification 

Transit service that was reduced or eliminated due to the COVID-19 

pandemic can be restored with new mobility options and other demand 

response services that, in some cases, are more cost-effective and more 

convenient than the traditional transit service they replace. If cost savings 

are significant, agencies can use them to increase service levels on high 

ridership lines.  

 

A Snapshot from California:  

GET introduced its RYDE 

microtransit service in the 

southwest portion of its service 

area in April 2019.  In response to 

the Governor’s stay-at-home 

order, ridership dropped 

dramatically on all modes. RYDE, 

which is ADA accessible, has 

rebounded quicker than other 

modes. Riders indicate they feel 

safer riding with only one or two 

other people on the vehicles than 

they do on the big bus and that they don’t have to wait at bus stops or 

stations with other people.  As a result, GET has plans to expand its 

microtransit service to other areas of town where requests for this service 

have increased dramatically and fixed route demand has not returned. 
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Justification 

Dedicated bus lanes can help improve transit travel times, making transit 

service that was once slow or inefficient in mixed traffic competitive with 

single occupancy vehicle travel. To establish dedicated bus lanes, transit 

agencies, which are often separate entities from the entities that control 

local rights of way, must work with local and regional partners. 

This recommendation also represents the best thinking in the transit 

industry, a trend that was also well underway before the COVID-19 

pandemic struck. Public transportation agencies need the policy and 

funding support from all levels of government to actualize the promise of 

dedicated lanes. 

 

A Snapshot from California 

LA Metro has partnered with the City of Los Angeles to make 

improvements for those using 5th and 6th Streets in downtown Los Angeles. 

The goal is to enhance mobility and safety for the thousands of people who 

walk, bike, roll, ride transit or drive in the area.13  

In order to protect people who rely on transit from increased exposure to 

COVID-19 on slow or crowded buses, SFMTA is fast-tracking temporary 

emergency transit lanes. These lanes will support bus routes where the 

benefits are greatest, on current ridership, travel time data and prioritize 

routes that serve neighborhoods with high percentages of people of color 

and low-income households. Moving forward, SFMTA is using travel time 

data to evaluate additional locations where adding temporary emergency 

transit lanes would achieve the biggest time savings and provide the 

greatest benefit.14 

 
13 LA Metro’s Recovery Task Force, “A Path Forward – Progress Report 1.” June 2020. 
14 SFMTA, “Fast-Tracking Transit Lanes to Help the City’s Recovery.” June 26, 2020.  

http://libraryarchives.metro.net/dpgtl/covid-19/20200608-metro-recovery%20report-1-a-path-forward.pdf
https://www.sfmta.com/blog/fast-tracking-transit-lanes-help-citys-recovery
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Justification 

Traffic signal prioritization at intersections, when coupled with other 

efficiency measures, like dedicated bus lanes, can reduce transit travel 

time and increase schedule reliability, helping to make public transit more 

attractive for customers and less expensive to operate. 

The gains in transit efficiency from traffic signal prioritization can help 

maintain and expand transit ridership during the pandemic while delivering 

lasting benefits to transit service.15 

  

 
15 Federal Highway Administration, “Traffic Signal Timing Manual,” 2017. 

https://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/publications/fhwahop08024/chapter9.htm#9.2
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Justification 

The California Transit Association’s most recent analysis shows that the 

funding shortfall faced by transit agencies statewide – after fully accounting 

for emergency funding from the federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief and 

Economic Security Act – now exceeds $3.1 billion.  

 
Another round of emergency funding is critical to preventing significant and 

permanent reductions in transit services in communities throughout the 

state. Without additional funding, it could take years for public transit to 

recover from today’s crisis, resulting in the elimination of important mobility 

options for millions of Californians and the unnecessary delay of 

California’s economic recovery.  

 

Read more at Caltransit.org.  

https://caltransit.org/advocacy/lawmakers-must-act-to-save-local-public-transit/
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Justification 

California’s transit agencies will likely face persistent funding shortfalls and 

depressed ridership for some years to come, as a result of the COVID-19 

pandemic. The state can help address these challenges by empowering 

local governments to advance new funding options to maintain and expand 

transit service and promote infrastructure, including affordable housing, 

near public transit. These tools could come in the form of changes to 

Infrastructure Financing District law, California Environmental Quality Act 

(CEQA) incentives for development closer to transit stations, lower voter-

thresholds and sub-regional initiatives for local sales tax measures, 

authority for transit agencies to develop projects on their own property, and 

the inclusion of transit-oriented development projects in existing or new 

programs otherwise focused on housing. 
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Justification 

According to an analysis by Holland & Knight, published in 2013, public 

infrastructure is the most frequent target of CEQA lawsuits, and within this 

category the most frequent litigation target is transit projects, which are 

often challenged by groups with the intent of stopping, delaying or 

modifying transit infrastructure.16 

 

The state can help stop CEQA abuse and expedite the delivery of transit 

projects by exempting certain transit project types from CEQA altogether. 

This policy change would not only save project costs and support the build 

out of new infrastructure that reduces greenhouse gas emissions but would 

also strengthen the role that public transit can play in the state’s economic 

recovery. 

 

 
16 Holland & Knight, “In the Name of the Environment,” 2013.  

https://issuu.com/hollandknight/docs/ceqa_litigation_abuseissuu?e=16627326/14197714
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Justification 

In December 2018, the California Air Resources Board adopted the 

Innovative Clean Transit regulation, requiring all California transit agencies 

to fully convert their bus fleets to zero-emission technology by 2040.17  

 

While transit agencies have been enthusiastic partners in implementing the 

regulation, the funding shortfalls faced by transit agencies today, as a result 

of the COVID-19 pandemic, present new compliance challenges that were 

unforeseen during the promulgation of the regulation. The state and federal 

governments must help transit agencies overcome these challenges by 

increasing funding for zero-emission buses and charging/refueling 

infrastructure through, among other programs, the state’s Cap and Trade 

Expenditure Plan, the federal Low or No Emission Vehicle Program, and by 

earmarking funding for transit agencies in the California Air Resources 

Board’s Hybrid and Zero-Emission Truck and Bus Voucher Incentive 

Project and the California Energy Commission’s Clean Transportation 

programs, which support the deployment of zero-emission heavy-duty 

vehicles and the buildout of charging/refueling infrastructure.  

 
17 California Air Resources Board, “Innovative Clean Transit Regulation Fact Sheet,” May 2019.  

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/fact-sheets/innovative-clean-transit-ict-regulation-fact-sheet
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Justification 

“Bus on shoulder” (BOS) describes the limited use of designated highway 

shoulders for low-speed transit bus operations, primarily during peak 

commute periods. BOS is a low-cost strategy employed by public transit 

agencies across the United States, as well as in Canada, to improve bus 

performance and reliability, bolster customer satisfaction and attract 

patronage. In the aftermath of the pandemic, further authorizing bus on 

shoulder operations in California can help transit agencies win back riders 

and limit the rise of single occupancy vehicle miles traveled.  
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Justification 

The Capital Investment Grant (CIG) program provides discretionary grants 

to transit agencies to fund capital projects, including heavy rail, commuter 

rail, light rail, streetcars and bus rapid transit. In recent years, the United 

States Department of Transportation (USDOT) has been slow to process 

grants in the “CIG pipeline” and has, at times, established new process 

barriers that slow the advancement of critical infrastructure projects. To 

help the economy recover from the pandemic, the federal government must 

fully fund existing Full Funding Grant Agreements (FFGAs), support new 

FFGAs, and establish capacity in the program for new projects. The 

California Transit Association supports legislative actions to direct USDOT 

to expeditiously execute FFGAs and administer the CIG program, as 

intended by Congress.  
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Proposed Measure Support 

Introduce digital ticketing and contactless payment systems 84% 

Work with local and regional partners to implement dedicated bus lanes 79% 

Direct riders to wear face coverings 77% 

Work with local and regional partners to institute traffic signal prioritization 76% 

Adopt and publicize enhanced cleaning methods 67% 

Restore more frequent service  64% 

Prioritize service restoration in high ridership corridors  59% 

Expand new mobility where more cost-effective than restoring 
traditional transit service 

58% 

Engage major employers and other stakeholders 
to develop policies to expand telecommuting and staggered work hours  

56% 
 

Work with state to institute congestion pricing 50% 

Update ventilation systems or improve air flow in transit vehicles 46% 

Require transit agencies to develop GTFS feeds  45% 

Establish maximum passenger loads 44% 

Work with state to relax land-use restrictions, allowing for  
greater mix of mid- and high-rise buildings near transit 

39% 

Require spacing in, or install barriers between passengers 26% 

Reduce or eliminate fares at off-peak times  23% 

Require rear-door boarding 15% 

Support installation of protective barriers for operators, where feasible N/A 

Introduce capacity management systems for ride/trip reservation 
and real time passenger loads 

N/A 

Update mobile apps to include vehicle retrofit status N/A 

 
 

Source: California Transit Association, Future of Transit Survey, May 2020.  
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73%

27%

Support, if made law, even if now
additional funding is provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry as
elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.

64%9%

27%

Support, if made law, even if now
additional funding is provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry as
elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.
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27%

37%

27%

9%

Support, if made law, even if now
additional funding is provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry as
elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.

37%

27%

18%

18%

Support, if made law, even if now
additional funding is provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry as
elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.
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18%

9%

64%

9%

Support, if made law, even if now
additional funding is provided.

Support, if made law, but only if additional
funding is provided.

Support commending to industry as
elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.

18%

46%

36%

Support, if made law, even if now
additional funding is provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry as
elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.
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18%

27%
37%

18%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.

18%

27%
37%

18%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.
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18%

27%
37%

18%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.

60%20%

20%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.
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27%

64%

9%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.

36%

55%

9%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.
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18%

46%

9%

9%

18%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.

20%

40%

20%

20%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.
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82%

18%

Support commending to industry
as "best practice."

Oppose commending to industry
as "best practice."

No opinion.

40%

20%

20%

20%

Support, if made law, even if
now additional funding is
provided.

Support, if made law, but only if
additional funding is provided.

Support commending to industry
as elective "best practice" only.

Do not support in any form.

No opinion.
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82%

18%

Support commending to industry
as "best practice."

Oppose commending to industry
as "best practice."

No opinion.

46%

9%

45%

Support commending to
industry as "best practice."

Oppose commending to
industry as "best practice."

No opinion.
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*The Association’s prioritization survey included several measures introduced as new recommendations by 

respondents to the Association’s initial survey. While these measures were not voted on by initial survey 

respondents, their inclusion as a recommendation in this final report reflects the support of the COVID-19 Transit 

Crisis Relief Task Force. 

55%

18%

27%

Support commending to industry
as "best practice."

Oppose commending to industry
as "best practice."

No opinion.
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• Recommendations – Transit Operations  

o Monitor ridership and add buses to increase frequencies along high 

ridership corridors 

▪ CNN - Public Transit During the Reopening: Masked Commuters and 

Cordoned Off Seats 

▪ Politico – Transit Systems Rethink as Riders Flee 

▪ LA Metro - COVID-19 Recovery Taskforce  

o Skip stops once ridership maximum is reached 

▪ CNN - Public Transit During the Reopening: Masked Commuters and 

Cordoned Off Seats 

o Cordon off seats and install barriers 

▪ CNN - Public Transit During the Reopening: Masked Commuters and 

Cordoned Off Seats 

▪ Politico – Transit Systems Rethink as Riders Flee 

▪ A Better City - COVID 19 and Public Transit 

o Make face coverings mandatory for riders 

▪ CNN - Public Transit During the Reopening: Masked Commuters and 

Cordoned Off Seats 

▪ Politico – Transit Systems Rethink as Riders Flee 

o Require rear-door boarding 

▪ CNN - Public Transit During the Reopening: Masked Commuters and 

Cordoned Off Seats 

o Improve and update ventilation systems to improve airflow and reduce 

transmission risk 

▪ A Better City - COVID 19 and Public Transit 

▪ Cambridge Systematics – How Transit Agencies Recovered From The 

Last Coronavirus and What it Means for Urban Sustainability 

o Reduce fares at off-peak times to spread out commuting times and promote 

social distancing 

▪ A Better City - COVID 19 and Public Transit 

o Develop a core transit network plan that identifies priority corridors and needs of 

transit-dependent riders and essential workers  

▪ Seamless Bay Area et al. - Coordinate Service Regionally and Maintain 

Reliable Access to Assure the Best Use of Limited Resources 

▪ Bay Area Council and SPUR - Prioritizing CARES Transit Investment in 

the Face of COVID-19 

▪ Politico – Transit Systems Rethink as Riders Flee 

o Allocate higher portions of budgets toward cleaning supplies and campaigns that 

inform the public of health measures taken. 

▪ Eno Center - How Might Personal Transportation Behaviors Change as a 

Result of COVID-19, and What Does That Mean for Policy? 

o Eliminate restrictions that prevent transit agencies from transporting passengers 

in other service areas 

▪ Seamless Bay Area et al. - Coordinate Service Regionally and Maintain 

Reliable Access to Assure the Best Use of Limited Resources 

https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://subscriber.politicopro.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/05/19/transit-systems-rethink-as-riders-flee-1284539
https://metro.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4539357&GUID=E57A0C0E-3F40-408E-A43B-ABC9033C62D7&Options=ID%7CText%7CAttachments%7COther%7C&Search=&FullText=1
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://subscriber.politicopro.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/05/19/transit-systems-rethink-as-riders-flee-1284539
https://www.abettercity.org/news-and-events/blog/covid-19-response-how-is-the-public-transit-system-measuring-up
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://subscriber.politicopro.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/05/19/transit-systems-rethink-as-riders-flee-1284539
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/27/us/mass-transit-coronavirus-reopening/index.html
https://www.abettercity.org/news-and-events/blog/covid-19-response-how-is-the-public-transit-system-measuring-up
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-transit-agencies-recovered-from-last-coronavirus-what-chang/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-transit-agencies-recovered-from-last-coronavirus-what-chang/
https://www.abettercity.org/news-and-events/blog/covid-19-response-how-is-the-public-transit-system-measuring-up
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263653&GUID=09FFF32B-DD94-40A0-B24E-83F8DAF15FF4
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263653&GUID=09FFF32B-DD94-40A0-B24E-83F8DAF15FF4
https://subscriber.politicopro.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/05/19/transit-systems-rethink-as-riders-flee-1284539
https://www.enotrans.org/article/how-might-personal-transportation-behaviors-change-as-a-result-of-covid-19-and-what-does-that-mean-for-policy/
https://www.enotrans.org/article/how-might-personal-transportation-behaviors-change-as-a-result-of-covid-19-and-what-does-that-mean-for-policy/
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
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o Eliminate Transfer Fees - Charge riders only one fare 

▪ Seamless Bay Area et al. - Coordinate Service Regionally and Maintain 

Reliable Access to Assure the Best Use of Limited Resources 

o Make transit free for children 12 years of age and under 

▪ Seamless Bay Area et al. - Coordinate Service Regionally and Maintain 

Reliable Access to Assure the Best Use of Limited Resources 

o Develop regionally consistent emergency safety standards for workers and riders 

▪ Seamless Bay Area et al. - Coordinate Service Regionally and Maintain 

Reliable Access to Assure the Best Use of Limited Resources 

 

• Recommendations – Technology  

o Adopt digital ticketing system/mobile ticket purchases, contactless payments 

▪ Mass Transit Magazine - What Will Transit and Mobility Look Like after 

the COVID-19 Crisis?  

▪ Traffic Technology - Making Public Transit More Resilient to Future 

Pandemics 

▪ A Better City - COVID 19 and Public Transit 

▪ Politico – Transit Systems Rethink as Riders Flee 

▪ LA Metro - COVID-19 Recovery Taskforce 

o Adopt new technologically sound cleaning methods such as UV, ozone and 

cleaning robots 

▪ LA Metro - COVID-19 Recovery Taskforce 

▪ Cambridge Systematics - How Transit Agencies Recovered From The 

Last Coronavirus and What it Means for Urban Sustainability  

o Adopt pre-trip reservation, voluntary on-board check-ins & contact tracing 

▪ World Bank - Protecting public transport from the coronavirus... and from 

financial collapse 

o Modernize & electrify bus fleets 

▪ Mass Transit Magazine - California Transportation Agency, city of 

Sacramento, SacRT launch Wi-Fi bus 

▪ World Resources Institute - Safe, More Sustainable Transport in a Post 

COVID-19 World 

o Implement more on-demand service 

▪ Mass Transit Magazine - Public transit’s “road to recovery” could include 

more ridesharing partnerships says DePaul study 

o Use GTFS to deliver to-the-minute service times 

▪ Traffic Technology - Making Public Transit More Resilient to Future 

Pandemics 

o Use passenger counter devices and cameras to restrict passenger loads 

▪ Traffic Technology - Making Public Transit More Resilient to Future 

Pandemics 

▪  

• Recommendations – Land Use  

o Street closures pedestrians and bicyclists have space. While temporary, this 

could create demand for permanent street closures 

▪ Eno Center -  How Might Personal Transportation Behaviors Change as a 

Result of COVID-19, and What Does That Mean for Policy? 

https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://mtc.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=8263652&GUID=C2BD8FAA-F852-4908-8039-D0A60AC56EBD
https://www.masstransitmag.com/technology/article/21133801/ubirider-what-will-transit-and-mobility-look-like-after-the-covid19-crisis
https://www.masstransitmag.com/technology/article/21133801/ubirider-what-will-transit-and-mobility-look-like-after-the-covid19-crisis
https://www.traffictechnologytoday.com/features/making-public-transit-more-resilient-to-future-pandemics.html
https://www.traffictechnologytoday.com/features/making-public-transit-more-resilient-to-future-pandemics.html
https://www.abettercity.org/news-and-events/blog/covid-19-response-how-is-the-public-transit-system-measuring-up
https://subscriber.politicopro.com/states/new-york/albany/story/2020/05/19/transit-systems-rethink-as-riders-flee-1284539
https://metro.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4539357&GUID=E57A0C0E-3F40-408E-A43B-ABC9033C62D7&Options=ID%7CText%7CAttachments%7COther%7C&Search=&FullText=1
https://metro.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4539357&GUID=E57A0C0E-3F40-408E-A43B-ABC9033C62D7&Options=ID%7CText%7CAttachments%7COther%7C&Search=&FullText=1
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-transit-agencies-recovered-from-last-coronavirus-what-chang/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-transit-agencies-recovered-from-last-coronavirus-what-chang/
https://blogs.worldbank.org/transport/protecting-public-transport-coronavirus-and-financial-collapse
https://blogs.worldbank.org/transport/protecting-public-transport-coronavirus-and-financial-collapse
https://www.masstransitmag.com/technology/miscellaneous/press-release/21136689/sacramento-regional-transit-sacrt-california-transportation-agency-city-of-sacramento-sacrt-launch-wifi-bus
https://www.masstransitmag.com/technology/miscellaneous/press-release/21136689/sacramento-regional-transit-sacrt-california-transportation-agency-city-of-sacramento-sacrt-launch-wifi-bus
https://www.wri.org/blog/2020/04/coronavirus-public-transport-stimulus-packages
https://www.wri.org/blog/2020/04/coronavirus-public-transport-stimulus-packages
https://www.masstransitmag.com/alt-mobility/shared-mobility/article/21133939/public-transits-road-to-recovery-could-include-more-ridesharing-partnerships-says-depaul-study
https://www.masstransitmag.com/alt-mobility/shared-mobility/article/21133939/public-transits-road-to-recovery-could-include-more-ridesharing-partnerships-says-depaul-study
https://www.traffictechnologytoday.com/features/making-public-transit-more-resilient-to-future-pandemics.html
https://www.traffictechnologytoday.com/features/making-public-transit-more-resilient-to-future-pandemics.html
https://www.traffictechnologytoday.com/features/making-public-transit-more-resilient-to-future-pandemics.html
https://www.traffictechnologytoday.com/features/making-public-transit-more-resilient-to-future-pandemics.html
https://www.enotrans.org/article/how-might-personal-transportation-behaviors-change-as-a-result-of-covid-19-and-what-does-that-mean-for-policy/
https://www.enotrans.org/article/how-might-personal-transportation-behaviors-change-as-a-result-of-covid-19-and-what-does-that-mean-for-policy/
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▪ LA Metro - COVID-19 Recovery Task Force 

o Implement exclusive or preferred bus lanes, retrofitting existing infrastructure to 

accommodate more cycling/walking for pedestrians to socially distance.  

▪ World Resources Institute - Safe, More Sustainable Transport in a Post 

COVID-19 World 

▪ Smart Growth America - Emergency Stabilization and Economic 

Recovery Recommendations 

▪ CityLab - How U.S. Public Transit Can Survive Coronavirus 

▪ LA Metro - COVID-19 Recovery Task Force 

▪ Cambridge Systematics - How Transit Agencies Recovered From The 

Last Coronavirus and What it Means for Urban Sustainability 

▪ Rocky Mountain Institute – Getting Back On The Bus And Back To Work  

o Institute traffic signal prioritization 

▪ CityLab - How U.S. Public Transit Can Survive Coronavirus 

o Institute congestion pricing  

▪ Eno Center – COVID-19 Lessons for Congestion Pricing  

▪ CityLab - How U.S. Public Transit Can Survive Coronavirus 

o Relax land-use restrictions, allow for greater mix of mid- and high-rise buildings 

near transit 

▪ CityLab - How U.S. Public Transit Can Survive Coronavirus 

 

  

https://metro.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4539357&GUID=E57A0C0E-3F40-408E-A43B-ABC9033C62D7&Options=ID%7CText%7CAttachments%7COther%7C&Search=&FullText=1
https://www.wri.org/blog/2020/04/coronavirus-public-transport-stimulus-packages
https://www.wri.org/blog/2020/04/coronavirus-public-transport-stimulus-packages
https://smartgrowthamerica.org/resources/emergency-stabilization-economic-recovery-recommendations/
https://smartgrowthamerica.org/resources/emergency-stabilization-economic-recovery-recommendations/
https://www.citylab.com/perspective/2020/04/coronavirus-public-transit-ridership-federal-funding-bus-subways/610453/
https://metro.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4539357&GUID=E57A0C0E-3F40-408E-A43B-ABC9033C62D7&Options=ID%7CText%7CAttachments%7COther%7C&Search=&FullText=1
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-transit-agencies-recovered-from-last-coronavirus-what-chang/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-transit-agencies-recovered-from-last-coronavirus-what-chang/
https://rmi.org/getting-back-on-the-bus-and-back-to-work/
https://www.citylab.com/perspective/2020/04/coronavirus-public-transit-ridership-federal-funding-bus-subways/610453/
https://www.enotrans.org/article/covid-19-lessons-for-congestion-pricing/
https://www.citylab.com/perspective/2020/04/coronavirus-public-transit-ridership-federal-funding-bus-subways/610453/
https://www.citylab.com/perspective/2020/04/coronavirus-public-transit-ridership-federal-funding-bus-subways/610453/
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